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You see, Edward, editor and budding Grail Knight, youre part of the Merlin myth, and you have

been for a long time, said Merlin enigmatically.The figure of Merlin, magician, enchanter,

trickster, strategist of King Arthurs Camelot, wise old man of Celtic myth, has intrigued and

enthralled readers for centuries, but who, really, was he? Did he ever actually exist?Boston

editor Edward Burbage is given a unique opportunity to find out. Hes invited to Merlins home

on Mertowney Mountain to interview him. The invitation includes free transportation, and

Merlins mountain is not in this world, and for that matter, how on Earth could Burbage be

talking to Merlin anyway? Merlin is supposed to be only a character from an old myth, isnt he?

Over the course of five years, starting in 2034, Burbage conducts his interviews, and the

revelations Merlin makes are astounding. He has been many mythic figures, taken on many

guises, such as the Irish Cuchulainn, the Egyptian Anubis, the Navaho Monster Slayer, the

Greek Herakles, the Polynesian Maui, and even a few holy men like Saint Columba of Iona and

John the Evangelist of Patmos, author of Revelation.Hes worked as initiator, war-god, slayer of

inimical spirits, prophet, seer, a guide to the soul in the after-life, geomancer, terraformer, a

fisher up of islands, and especially a devoted field agent to the Great Mother, Herself operating

under many guises such as Morrigan, Isis, Changing Woman, and Hera.But why has Edward

Burbage been brought to Mertowney Mountain? Its not just so Merlin can tell his true story.

Merlin has a plan for him, and hes preparing things all the time hes recounting his exploits.

Edward Burbage has a key role to play in the next installment of the long life of Merlin. Hes

about to step onto the world stage of myth disclosing a long withheld mystery, the secret of the

Mer-Line, the truth and power behind Merlin himself.
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PrefaceMerlin—indeed. I am still surprised to see my name associated with this legendary

figure, even in my private writings. Seven years ago the association would have seemed to me

inconceivable, and, more to the point, entirely unlikely. I was a book editor, not a mystical or

even, and I must admit it up front, a psychic adventurer. Hardly. A hardworking reorganizer of

writers’ words.More than ten years ago, in late 2029, I was assigned as editor to Philomena

Wilcox, Ph.D., who was contracted to prepare 7,000 pages of journal entries into a publishable

book. These pages derived from a somewhat elusive man called “Blaise” whose earlier papers,

in the form of eight handwritten notebooks, inscribed during a nearly year-long sojourn in the

New Mexico high desert, Dr. Wilcox’s husband, Frederick Graham Atkinson, Ph.D., had been

commissioned, by myself, to prepare for publication. That work appeared in 2026 as My Pal,

Blaise, and was guardedly received. It raised questions. For a time, it stirred controversy,

confusion, derision, intrigue, and wild speculation, a mixture not unwelcome by a publisher. At

least the book was noticed; it was even read.About the same time, Dr. Atkinson vanished from

Hanover, New Hampshire, where he had been professor of comparative mythology, and his

whereabouts are still undetermined. Dr. Wilcox, a musician and professor of music with a

preference for early 20th century Russian pianists and therefore not an academic predisposed

to matters of mythology, psychic experience, or energy patterns of the landscape, took charge

of the second consignment of “Blaise pages” and, following my suggestion, selected a small

percentage of this “mass” of typewritten journal entries for publication and added her own

reflections and experiences during the three years of editing.On a personal level, she hoped it

would explain her husband’s disappearance, offer clues at least, for clearly those notebooks

deeply stirred him; on a professional level, the material was of some inherent interest because

of the elusive nature of its author, the putative Blaise, whose thoughts ranged far and wide

indeed on unusual subjects, and we, as curious publishers, thought the public might tolerate a

sequel. That book appeared in 2034 under the title, The Blaise Conjunction. Then she

vanished. In fact, Dr. Wilcox vanished as soon as she handed in the final edited manuscript in

September 2033. She was never seen again.That is not, I say with both chagrin and

amusement, the proper dream of an editor, to have his writers progressively disappear from

the human world immediately on publication of their long-awaited works, or, for that matter, to

have the subject of both books and in effect the author of both, be himself completely

unavailable for interviews, press junkets, book signings, or even a conversation. It was worse

than with J. D. Salinger, among the most famous of hermitic writers; at least people knew

where he lived even if he shunned all visitors. But Blaise—he did not appear even to live on

Earth anymore yet it was not definitively established that he was dead. How could this be?

Where was he?As readers of either of those books will know, “Blaise” is gone. If his

handwritten journals are to be credited, he has left the planet, as impossible as it sounds. And

as his earlier journals, from 1983 to 2004, suggest, again quite challenging rational belief, so

did Dr. Wilcox, whose bizarre auto-da-fé was planned decades in advance and with her willing

complicity. One hopes for a sequel, for another book, from writers and editors who have come

up with an original contribution to the world of letters, not to disappear, one after the next, like

in Agatha Christie’s And Then There Were None (1939). An editor doesn’t like to lose his

writers routinely on publication. Death by publication, Christie would write. Three writers alone

in a room; each publishes a book and then vanishes.What catapulted me from the fairly safe

and conservative ranks of a junior editor with a large publishing house into a writer with an

outlandish story to relate and to beg readers for some latitude in credibility was the manner of

her vanishing. To put it simply, if crudely, Dr. Wilcox apparently burned up, her body turned to

Light, on a late September afternoon on an obscure Celtic hill in rural Somerset in 2033. No



trace of her physical body was ever recovered, and one eyewitness (the only one, a close

friend) attested to the extraordinary manner of Dr. Wilcox’s departure from the physical world.In

her letter to our offices, written on the same day as Dr. Wilcox’s disappearance and included in

the postscript to The Blaise Conjunction, Christiana Stevenson said that Dr. Wilcox seemed to

transfigure into white fire, that she seemed surrounded by a halo of spiritual presences (she

suggested it might be “angels”), and, inexplicably, by a cluster of school-age children, between

the ages of nine and 12. Dr. Wilcox did not appear to be in any pain or discomfort as her body

turned into Light. In fact, gruesomely, it would seem, she appeared to delight in this

transformation. Then, in a matter of seconds, all traces of her physical form or presence were

gone, as was the rest of that apparition.This brings me round to the reason for my writing this

unusual book. I was, as any reader will surely understand, astonished to read of Dr. Wilcox’s

“departure.” I sought for explanations, precedents. It seemed outlandish. It struck me as

physically outrageous. Then I found two precedents in the records of Greek mythology and that

started me on a long and fruitful reappraisal.The first was Oedipus at Colonus. At the end of

Sophocles’s play he disappeared. Theseus witnessed the anomalous removal of the blinded

Oedipus from the physical world. He was close to speechless, certainly astonished, even

mystified, by what he saw. It was not lightning or a hurricane, but something “fearful, awesome,

and unendurable” to behold, he reported, as if an attendant from the heavenly hosts came for

Oedipus or the Underworld opened a door and drew Oedipus into the Earth. Something about

his “end” was wonderful, Theseus said, even if it was beyond his understanding. The

impression one takes away from this description was that Oedipus’s physical form vanished in

an instant, as if, perhaps, he was turned into Light, and this transformation took place in a

sacred grove near Athens to which the Oracle of Delphi had guided him. The story had

celestial backlights, both in location and seeming intention.Sophocles provided the second

account from the Greek canon. In The Women of Trachis Herakles instructs his son, Hyllus, to

set fire to his body atop Mount Oeta, a high crag sacred to Zeus and used by priests for

sacrifices. One gathers it is a sanctified site, as was the grove at Colonus, precious to the

Eumenides. Herakles told Hyllus how to prepare his funeral pyre, to pile it high with oak and

olive branches. Herakles is dying from the lethal, acidic poison of the Hydra delivered to his

skin by treachery unwittingly perpetrated by his wife.Classical scholars assume Herakles

arranged his own suicide by immolation, but there is also a hint about his final passage that

suggests he, now as a spirit, was raised up into Heaven, that his death was less about the

destruction of his afflicted body and more about his apotheosis. It was understood by classical

writers that Herakles had been recalled to Olympus by Zeus and that the manner of his

departure and recall was commensurate with his status. His mother was mortal, but his father

was Zeus who welcomed him home. His ascension by immolation revealed his true nature as

an undying Olympian god.I encountered both these accounts early in my life and they stayed

with me. They remained mysterious, enigmatic, and intriguing. Oedipus became a site

protector, an otherworldly guardian of the numinous shrine at Colonus. Herakles presumably

became a councilor of sorts at the Olympian table of Zeus, another Old Boy in the Thunderer’s

great club. I suspected immolation did not lead to ashes and rough bone fragments but to

complete dissolution of bodily form in a flash of light, that, somehow, a different kind of burning

was referenced in these troubling stories. Surely, both stories could be interpreted along those

lines?Dr. Wilcox’s “recall” seemed congruent with what I suspected these two Greek accounts

veiled. They illuminated what happened to her. Yet, she was not a god capable of prodigious

feats like this but, I thought, an ordinary human. When I first read Christiana Stevenson’s

unsettling report, I thought, “Just like Herakles.” I did not know why I thought that or what the



significance was that Dr. Wilcox’s immolation on Dundon Beacon seemed to match that of

Herakles’s on Mount Oeta. She seemed to have stepped into a mythic tableau, but what did it

mean? And what did it say about Herakles that he departed the Earth that way? Was he really

an immortal? What kind of man or celestial figure was he?I knew his basic story line, the

Labors and the heroic deeds, the madness, the treacheries, the feats, but I had never gone

past that surface level of the world-famous Greek hero. Then one night I woke up with a start

and a riveting question. “Who is Merlin?” Merlin? I didn’t know, or what this had to do with

Herakles, about whom I was concerned at the time, but that’s when it all started.I heard the

question, as if somebody else had voiced it, then I saw a pillar of silver fire at the foot of my

bed. It seemed to be about six feet across and 20 feet tall. Then it grew. It suddenly engulfed

my bedroom so that I was now inside this silver column of living fire. Silver, I realized, is very

bright, and, in an odd way, it seemed like white fire with a glare. Then I heard a laugh. It

sounded human. Relaxed, mirthful, jovial, even witty. I could imagine exchanging tales and

possibly publishing anecdotes with “it,” with him, for the voice sounded like it came from a male

body, perhaps 50 or 60 years old, healthy and full of life.That was all that happened that night. I

realized soon after that the focus of my question had shifted radically and precipitately. It was

no longer what happened to Dr. Wilcox and in what ways did it resemble the famous

departures from bodily form of Oedipus and Herakles, but to the identity of Merlin. Who is

Merlin? I wanted to know this with a keen urgency all of a sudden. Like most educated people,

I knew the basic story line of Merlin, Celtic magus, magician, or enchanter, possibly even an

old-style shaman and fluidic shapeshifter, creator of the reign of King Arthur, backroom

manager of events at Camelot, capable of sudden vanishings and reappearances, master of

mysteries, one of our culture’s principal faces or placeholders for the archetype of Wise Old

Man. Look behind the literary figures of Gandalf or Albus Dumbledore and you’ll find Merlin.But

I would hardly place Herakles, fierce fighting man of action, in that archetype’s picture roster. If

anything he seemed often in need of a wise old counselor, like Tiresias, of sage and sober

advice to calm his wild and raging breast, to sedate him, to cool down the fires. At the time I did

not understand how wild Herakles could be related to sage Merlin. I also did not appreciate the

degree to which these two figures often assumed other guises. Lots of them.That was all six

years ago. A great deal has happened since then on this subject. That is an editor’s sober

understatement. My life has been astonishingly rearranged. I wonder if I would accept this book

should an author present it.Miraculously, I was able to continue handling my professional

responsibilities as acquisitions and content editor in nonfiction for a few years. It was like being

a spy, maintaining my “legend,” my plausibility, in the world as an editor, while secretly my

“mission” was altogether different. The demands of what I can only call, and at the risk of

taking on an undesired inflationary tone, my adventure, did require me to take a fair bit of leave

time on occasion. Sometimes outer circumstances so arranged themselves to accommodate

my need to dash off somewhere and do it under the auspices of still having a job.The “project,”

as we like to call such things in the publishing world, spanned these six years, and when I

wasn’t having the adventure, I was writing it up based on my field notes, putting together this

unusual chronicle of interviews. I am grateful to my publisher for allowing me to keep my editing

duties and, for that matter, for agreeing to publish this work, my first, and placing it,

understandably, in the unique line of “Blaise” books for which we as publishers seem now to

have been singled out, this being the third. Who can say if there will be more after this one?

The adventure began shortly after I sent off my editor’s postscript to Dr. Wilcox’s book, The

Blaise Conjunction, which we published in October 2034. I wrote and dispatched my comments

on April 23, 2034, St. George’s Day for Anglophiles, England’s patron saint and renowned



dragon-slayer. That night marked the first visit by the legendary magus, that figure of myth,

Merlin.As an editor I have endured my fair share of unsubstantiated, breathless accounts by

half-born psychics and Celticists purporting to be about Merlin encounters or channelings. I

have routinely rejected them. Occasionally, a scholar publishes a respectable work on some

aspect of this figure, though not too much in recent decades. Jean Markale’s Merlin, Priest of

Nature (Merlin L’Enchanteur, in its original French title when published in Paris in 1981 some

59 years ago now) pushed the boundaries of academic and intellectual comfort somewhat with

his challenging ideas. English scholar Nikolai Tolstoy (distant cousin of the Russian writer, Leo

Tolstoy) also imparted a measure of both sobriety and excitement in his The Quest for Merlin in

1985. As an academic if you follow the enchantments of Merlin past a certain point you find to

your surprise or terror you have stepped off solid land and are standing in the air. Or have

tumbled into his crystal cave.By rights, I should be plummeting lethally towards the unforgiving

ground. But I’m not, and I didn’t, and remarkably after I stepped out into empty air I found solid

ground again. Only it was a different kind of solidity, a different type of ground. The explanation

of these deliberately enigmatic characterizations is the substance of this book. To keep my

head from spinning (or spinning too much) I went into the project with the persona of a

journalist assigned to profile a high-impact world celebrity. It seemed a position of sobriety; it

promised to keep my mind grounded in the familiar. I had the protocols of publishing for

fortification, the exigencies of editing for support. And it did, for a while, do that. But Merlin’s

“impact” was formidable, seductive, and alluring.Readers will reasonably ask how did I manage

to record these interviews given the unusual nature of the venue. That is understating things by

many degrees. The venue, Merlin’s residence on Mertowney Mountain, did not lend itself to

recording. I had to rely on my memory, and upon returning each day to my home, I wrote down

all that I could remember from the day’s discussions and activities. You could say that on some

accounts Merlin’s rendition painted such a vivid picture that it seemed I was in it. Perhaps that

was his intent. It was as if I watched key events in his mythic résumé from a firsthand

perspective, as if they were unfolding in the present moment. To a large degree Merlin’s

answers were responses to my questions. As the interviews progressed, I found myself,

startlingly, part of the emerging story; all this developed into a most unexpected conclusion, or,

I wonder, if I should better call it an unexpected beginning.Normally, that would be too obvious

to state in a conventional interview format. But I soon realized Merlin was teaching me,

preparing me even, for an arcane goal. Yes, he explained himself, in full, it seemed to me, and

he trained me in a type of activity I had not conceived was possible for humans to perform, at

least not everyday humans like myself. I’ll get to what that activity was in due course. It still

startles me, though not as much. The level of complexity of his answers was proportional to

what my questions indicated. Don’t the mystics declare that in every question lies the answer

awaiting validation. The deeper or more informed or well considered my question, the more he

showed. It was as if my better or more prescient questions had secret trapdoors in them; when

Merlin saw them he opened them and invited me to walk through. I did often. But at the same

time I realized Merlin had a story to tell and he told it exactly his way.As for Mertowney

Mountain, you won’t find that on any topographic maps. I couldn’t. It is not on the physical

Earth, I came to realize after months of searching. Or at least not in the ordinary, palpable

sense. You cannot walk up to it and touch it. Nor is Mertowney its definitive name. It seems to

be Merlin’s own sobriquet for it. It has other names. That it was a mountain, or had all the

requisite qualities of mountains, such as height, view, steepness, purity of air, exposed rocks

above the tree-line, there was no doubt. Who knows? Merlin, I discovered, has a humorous

side, one would say almost, a whimsical nature. I wouldn’t put it past the old magus that



Mertowney means Merlin Town.Merlin, people say, was the great Celtic enchanter. A magus,

somewhat of a trickster, and definitely a backroom tactitian, plotting kingships. But he is also

the sigil of Mysteries, emissary of the Great Sea, the Silver Light, the Great Mother of the

World, resident of the cosmic mountain, bearer of Brigit’s Mantle, the terraformer of landscapes

of Light.Naturally, I had no inkling of this, not even a suspicion, when he first arrived in my life. I

had only the vaguest idea of Merlin even as a literary figure. I accepted the conventional

portrait, as hazy but alluring as it was. He was associated, in my mental picture, with a crystal

cave tucked away in the Welsh mountains; he was a bit of a child-prodigy prophet, predicting

the future, foreseeing events for kings, making kings. He had a few entanglements, sparring

with dragons under a poorly built tower in Wales. He early gained a reputation as a magician, a

conjuror, a sorceror, a dangerous man.He lived in a glass house on the island of Bardsey off

the west coast of Wales. He arranged the mise en scène for a famous adultery in English myth,

the coupling of Ygraine and Uther Pendragon in a storm-swept castle in remote Cornwall in

order to produce Arthur, yes, the Arthur who would be king. He had a knack for instantaneous

comings and goings, as if, Harry Potter style, he could apparate, that is, teleport himself

anywhere without any devices or even wormholes.He was in the end bewitched by the

perfidious Viviane, a young female apprentice who sealed him up forever in a cave, or was it

Nimuë (the perfidious she of the many names, including Niniane, Nivian, Nyneve, Lady of the

Lake and presumed ruler of Avalon in the Arthurian canon) who enchanted the Enchanter into

an imprisonment behind walls of air. Merlin may have been tricked into a crystal cavern for the

duration, but he was not forgotten. He keeps stepping out of his esplumoir, or “bird’s nest,” to

say Hello! to us. And we keep wondering who he is, enthralled with his biography, thoroughly

enchanted.This next observation will sound odd. I never thought of Merlin as a real person, an

actual person you might meet, talk with, listen to, as you would a fellow. Myths are one thing,

tales of amazing or heroic or unbelievable deeds, but to think of this mythic figure, this Merlin,

as having actually walked the Earth in a physical body staggered my imagination. I’m not sure

why this was so, but I felt I was reeling for days after our first meeting. Perhaps it is like first

sensing a numen, as the classical Romans liked to say, then seeing the actual deity or source

of emission of this atmosphere of sanctity, the personification of the numinous, as if you visited

Colonus right after Oedipus’s apotheosis and sensed his numinous presence in all its

freshness and immediacy, then you saw him in a seemingly physical, human form, yet a form

flushed with Light and sanctity.So how did Merlin appear to me when I saw him as like a

human figure? I suppose, in retrospect, it depended on the degree of subtlety and sharpness I

could bring to the encounter. I never thought of myself as having any psychic acuity, so in many

respects it was miraculous I saw anything. I had no preparation for any of this. Sometimes he

appeared as like a man, perhaps in his early sixties. Average height, short cropped grey hair,

some wrinkles, a deep smile, bright eyes. Other times I saw only a blazing silver column of fire;

sometimes I saw him inside it. Still others, I saw him in silver robes, as if his form was wrapped

in a silver fire. A few times he appeared in more majestic guise, like a Bodhisattva from

Buddhist holy art, opulent in robes and auric layers.My astonishment derived from more than

perceiving Merlin in bodily form. It was the impact of realizing that in this manner he affected

the planet, human culture, left a terrific imprint, a lasting mark on cultural memory and physical

landscape. That the myth of Merlin was not a disembodied, inflated tale, a euhemerism, as

scholars would prefer, or a symbolic picture of indigenous forces, as the psychologists might

say, but the biography of a figure, most likely celestial in origin, appearing as a human, now

and then, though, as the records attest, more like a super-human figure, a demi-god. A

celestial figure pretending to be human, wearing the guise of a human, dropping it when



necessary, moving in and out of human activities, such as the vexed affairs of Arthur’s

Camelot.In the early days of my research I often wondered what was the importance of any of

this. Certainly, as a literary or mythic figure Merlin was engaging, intriguing. That there might

have been an actual embodied man behind the legend was equally compelling, yet this failed

to satisfy the essential “so what?” question editors always ask. Beyond the mental

entertainment or edification aspect, how was this relevant to life? Does it matter to the world?I

came up with two answers that satisfied the urgency of my question. First, Merlin was, and still

is, important to the planet itself. Science fiction writers and geologists talk about terraforming,

shaping the land and its features and qualities to support life, principally, human life. Merlin was

a prime terraformer for the Earth. You see evidences, hints, and fragments of this reality

scattered through his myths. Second, Merlin and the Silver Light he represents, or stands in, or

manifests, exemplifies a power indigenous to human consciousness, to an innate quality we

have. Granted, it requires development; in fact, it calls for an initial search party to find it. But it’s

there, I discovered, a potency awarded to all humans in our original design. Yes, that’s right:

part of the human design.That took me a long time, many months, to feel comfortable about

accepting. It struck me as outlandish and insupportable; it’s permissible in works of fiction, but

in real life? Had I slipped off into the deep end I so often warned my young, easily excited,

writers to avoid falling into at all costs to their credibility? I hoped not.Another observation I

offer after my six years of direct study with this protean hero of the Earth and human culture is

that Merlin is unique. There is only one. Normally, this type of statement would seem

tautological or too obvious to make. But I believe it is justified here. From what I have read

about the “Ascended Masters,” for example, there is a great abundance of them comprising

what Theosophists call the Great White Brotherhood, a vast conclave of enlightened beings

who guide the cosmos. There are many Masters in this great assembly, in a manner similar,

though clearly at a much higher scale of awareness, to Catholicisms’s College of Cardinals. It

sounds insensitive to say this, but it strikes me that they are a bit interchangeable. There are

not two Merlins. He is not a generic category, like a cardinal, a function personified or staffed

by a progression of spiritual beings promoted upwards to fill the vacancy. There is only one

Merlin and therefore what he does, what he is, is unique and unduplicated. The Earth and

humanity have only one Merlin.Merlin is singular, yet he has assumed many different guises in

world myths. He’s left many traces. I had not realized this before; I doubt many people have.

You look at Herakles or Maui or Monster Slayer, to take just a few of these protean forms, and

you assume they are separate figures, arising out of the necessities of their host cultures and

landscapes, that Monster Slayer was unique to Navaho culture and Maui without precedent in

the Polynesian world. But they are not. They are all Merlin underneath their differing guises. It

makes it difficult for myself as a writer to properly frame Merlin in advance.As an editor, I

always instruct my nonfiction authors to frame their subject at the start. Give the reader a

synopsis, a preview, an overture, if you like, of the full story. I am reluctant to attempt to frame

Merlin at the onset; I suspect I cannot do it. Merlin is too big; his reality too elusive; his guises

too prolific; his activities too arcane to do this. And the Mer-Line, the secret revelation he offers

us, is just too big to fit into a Preface.So I will not try. I will let the frame emerge as Merlin’s vast

story unfolds. —Edward BurbageBoston, MassachusettsJune 21, 2040

By rights, I should be plummeting lethally towards the unforgiving ground. But I’m not, and I

didn’t, and remarkably after I stepped out into empty air I found solid ground again. Only it was

a different kind of solidity, a different type of ground. The explanation of these deliberately

enigmatic characterizations is the substance of this book. To keep my head from spinning (or



spinning too much) I went into the project with the persona of a journalist assigned to profile a

high-impact world celebrity. It seemed a position of sobriety; it promised to keep my mind

grounded in the familiar. I had the protocols of publishing for fortification, the exigencies of

editing for support. And it did, for a while, do that. But Merlin’s “impact” was formidable,

seductive, and alluring.Readers will reasonably ask how did I manage to record these

interviews given the unusual nature of the venue. That is understating things by many degrees.

The venue, Merlin’s residence on Mertowney Mountain, did not lend itself to recording. I had to

rely on my memory, and upon returning each day to my home, I wrote down all that I could

remember from the day’s discussions and activities. You could say that on some accounts

Merlin’s rendition painted such a vivid picture that it seemed I was in it. Perhaps that was his

intent. It was as if I watched key events in his mythic résumé from a firsthand perspective, as if

they were unfolding in the present moment. To a large degree Merlin’s answers were

responses to my questions. As the interviews progressed, I found myself, startlingly, part of the

emerging story; all this developed into a most unexpected conclusion, or, I wonder, if I should

better call it an unexpected beginning.Normally, that would be too obvious to state in a

conventional interview format. But I soon realized Merlin was teaching me, preparing me even,

for an arcane goal. Yes, he explained himself, in full, it seemed to me, and he trained me in a

type of activity I had not conceived was possible for humans to perform, at least not everyday

humans like myself. I’ll get to what that activity was in due course. It still startles me, though not

as much. The level of complexity of his answers was proportional to what my questions

indicated. Don’t the mystics declare that in every question lies the answer awaiting validation.

The deeper or more informed or well considered my question, the more he showed. It was as if

my better or more prescient questions had secret trapdoors in them; when Merlin saw them he

opened them and invited me to walk through. I did often. But at the same time I realized Merlin

had a story to tell and he told it exactly his way.As for Mertowney Mountain, you won’t find that

on any topographic maps. I couldn’t. It is not on the physical Earth, I came to realize after

months of searching. Or at least not in the ordinary, palpable sense. You cannot walk up to it

and touch it. Nor is Mertowney its definitive name. It seems to be Merlin’s own sobriquet for it. It

has other names. That it was a mountain, or had all the requisite qualities of mountains, such

as height, view, steepness, purity of air, exposed rocks above the tree-line, there was no doubt.

Who knows? Merlin, I discovered, has a humorous side, one would say almost, a whimsical

nature. I wouldn’t put it past the old magus that Mertowney means Merlin Town.Merlin, people

say, was the great Celtic enchanter. A magus, somewhat of a trickster, and definitely a

backroom tactitian, plotting kingships. But he is also the sigil of Mysteries, emissary of the

Great Sea, the Silver Light, the Great Mother of the World, resident of the cosmic mountain,

bearer of Brigit’s Mantle, the terraformer of landscapes of Light.Naturally, I had no inkling of

this, not even a suspicion, when he first arrived in my life. I had only the vaguest idea of Merlin

even as a literary figure. I accepted the conventional portrait, as hazy but alluring as it was. He

was associated, in my mental picture, with a crystal cave tucked away in the Welsh mountains;

he was a bit of a child-prodigy prophet, predicting the future, foreseeing events for kings,

making kings. He had a few entanglements, sparring with dragons under a poorly built tower in

Wales. He early gained a reputation as a magician, a conjuror, a sorceror, a dangerous

man.He lived in a glass house on the island of Bardsey off the west coast of Wales. He

arranged the mise en scène for a famous adultery in English myth, the coupling of Ygraine and

Uther Pendragon in a storm-swept castle in remote Cornwall in order to produce Arthur, yes,

the Arthur who would be king. He had a knack for instantaneous comings and goings, as if,

Harry Potter style, he could apparate, that is, teleport himself anywhere without any devices or



even wormholes.He was in the end bewitched by the perfidious Viviane, a young female

apprentice who sealed him up forever in a cave, or was it Nimuë (the perfidious she of the

many names, including Niniane, Nivian, Nyneve, Lady of the Lake and presumed ruler of

Avalon in the Arthurian canon) who enchanted the Enchanter into an imprisonment behind

walls of air. Merlin may have been tricked into a crystal cavern for the duration, but he was not

forgotten. He keeps stepping out of his esplumoir, or “bird’s nest,” to say Hello! to us. And we

keep wondering who he is, enthralled with his biography, thoroughly enchanted.This next

observation will sound odd. I never thought of Merlin as a real person, an actual person you

might meet, talk with, listen to, as you would a fellow. Myths are one thing, tales of amazing or

heroic or unbelievable deeds, but to think of this mythic figure, this Merlin, as having actually

walked the Earth in a physical body staggered my imagination. I’m not sure why this was so,

but I felt I was reeling for days after our first meeting. Perhaps it is like first sensing a numen, as

the classical Romans liked to say, then seeing the actual deity or source of emission of this

atmosphere of sanctity, the personification of the numinous, as if you visited Colonus right after

Oedipus’s apotheosis and sensed his numinous presence in all its freshness and immediacy,

then you saw him in a seemingly physical, human form, yet a form flushed with Light and

sanctity.So how did Merlin appear to me when I saw him as like a human figure? I suppose, in

retrospect, it depended on the degree of subtlety and sharpness I could bring to the encounter.

I never thought of myself as having any psychic acuity, so in many respects it was miraculous I

saw anything. I had no preparation for any of this. Sometimes he appeared as like a man,

perhaps in his early sixties. Average height, short cropped grey hair, some wrinkles, a deep

smile, bright eyes. Other times I saw only a blazing silver column of fire; sometimes I saw him

inside it. Still others, I saw him in silver robes, as if his form was wrapped in a silver fire. A few

times he appeared in more majestic guise, like a Bodhisattva from Buddhist holy art, opulent in

robes and auric layers.My astonishment derived from more than perceiving Merlin in bodily

form. It was the impact of realizing that in this manner he affected the planet, human culture,

left a terrific imprint, a lasting mark on cultural memory and physical landscape. That the myth

of Merlin was not a disembodied, inflated tale, a euhemerism, as scholars would prefer, or a

symbolic picture of indigenous forces, as the psychologists might say, but the biography of a

figure, most likely celestial in origin, appearing as a human, now and then, though, as the

records attest, more like a super-human figure, a demi-god. A celestial figure pretending to be

human, wearing the guise of a human, dropping it when necessary, moving in and out of

human activities, such as the vexed affairs of Arthur’s Camelot.In the early days of my research

I often wondered what was the importance of any of this. Certainly, as a literary or mythic figure

Merlin was engaging, intriguing. That there might have been an actual embodied man behind

the legend was equally compelling, yet this failed to satisfy the essential “so what?” question

editors always ask. Beyond the mental entertainment or edification aspect, how was this

relevant to life? Does it matter to the world?I came up with two answers that satisfied the

urgency of my question. First, Merlin was, and still is, important to the planet itself. Science

fiction writers and geologists talk about terraforming, shaping the land and its features and

qualities to support life, principally, human life. Merlin was a prime terraformer for the Earth.

You see evidences, hints, and fragments of this reality scattered through his myths. Second,

Merlin and the Silver Light he represents, or stands in, or manifests, exemplifies a power

indigenous to human consciousness, to an innate quality we have. Granted, it requires

development; in fact, it calls for an initial search party to find it. But it’s there, I discovered, a

potency awarded to all humans in our original design. Yes, that’s right: part of the human

design.That took me a long time, many months, to feel comfortable about accepting. It struck



me as outlandish and insupportable; it’s permissible in works of fiction, but in real life? Had I

slipped off into the deep end I so often warned my young, easily excited, writers to avoid falling

into at all costs to their credibility? I hoped not.Another observation I offer after my six years of

direct study with this protean hero of the Earth and human culture is that Merlin is unique.

There is only one. Normally, this type of statement would seem tautological or too obvious to

make. But I believe it is justified here. From what I have read about the “Ascended Masters,” for

example, there is a great abundance of them comprising what Theosophists call the Great

White Brotherhood, a vast conclave of enlightened beings who guide the cosmos. There are

many Masters in this great assembly, in a manner similar, though clearly at a much higher

scale of awareness, to Catholicisms’s College of Cardinals. It sounds insensitive to say this, but

it strikes me that they are a bit interchangeable. There are not two Merlins. He is not a generic

category, like a cardinal, a function personified or staffed by a progression of spiritual beings

promoted upwards to fill the vacancy. There is only one Merlin and therefore what he does,

what he is, is unique and unduplicated. The Earth and humanity have only one Merlin.Merlin is

singular, yet he has assumed many different guises in world myths. He’s left many traces. I had

not realized this before; I doubt many people have. You look at Herakles or Maui or Monster

Slayer, to take just a few of these protean forms, and you assume they are separate figures,

arising out of the necessities of their host cultures and landscapes, that Monster Slayer was

unique to Navaho culture and Maui without precedent in the Polynesian world. But they are not.

They are all Merlin underneath their differing guises. It makes it difficult for myself as a writer to

properly frame Merlin in advance.As an editor, I always instruct my nonfiction authors to frame

their subject at the start. Give the reader a synopsis, a preview, an overture, if you like, of the

full story. I am reluctant to attempt to frame Merlin at the onset; I suspect I cannot do it. Merlin

is too big; his reality too elusive; his guises too prolific; his activities too arcane to do this. And

the Mer-Line, the secret revelation he offers us, is just too big to fit into a Preface.So I will not

try. I will let the frame emerge as Merlin’s vast story unfolds. —Edward BurbageBoston,

MassachusettsJune 21, 2040

1A Silver Pillar in My HouseIt was about three o’clock in the morning. A Saturday. I was

restless, obviously awake. I had been tossing and turning for some time, I realized, as I

gradually woke up. But why was I awake? I don’t get up this early. Had I been enduring

troubling dreams? Nothing came to mind. I wasn’t sick. All the bodily functions seemed normal

and healthy. Yet I felt restive, anticipatory, expectant in, I supposed, a pleasant, or at least

benign, way. Then I saw it. A silver light, almost blinding in its brilliance. A column of silver

fire.The pillar seemed to arise at the foot of my bed and its girth filled the room. In fact, though

it appeared to occupy only a portion of my bedroom it also appeared to dwarf the house, and

my house, a two-story, eight-room affair, was inside the column. I didn’t know silver could be so

bright. I heard a slight tinkling sound, like the trickle of little bells, innumerable bells, being

delicately jangled. The music was arresting. I am not one accustomed to “visions” or

apparitions, and normally a spectacle such as this would have aroused my suspicion, distrust,

worry, skepticism, and dismissal. But not this time. Maybe it was the tinkling of bells which also

sounded like water gurgling in a woodland brook, flowing over and around rocks, with a sound

like many little voices singing. In a manner I could not yet discern, the pillar exuded a sense of

calm.I was now inside this pillar. It had expanded to fill my bedroom. I know that sounds

confusing or at least paradoxical because moments ago I said it seemed larger than my entire

house. But then I had not realized I was already inside it. I did now. I laughed. I was still in my

pajamas, under a layer of covers in my darkened bedroom. Yet I was also somewhere else. I



had been inducted elsewhere, or should I say abducted? Had my “abductors” even taken my

bed? Then I didn’t laugh. I was not in my pajamas any longer. Nor was I sitting upright in my

bed, the duvet pulled back. I was standing, fully clothed, still inside the silver pillar of light. A

figure greeted me. My abductor, singular.“I thought you’d rather arrive dressed as you are

accustomed, don’t you think?” It was a man’s voice. It chuckled. It looked like a man, at least. A

few inches under six feet perhaps, about 150 pounds, I would guess, not fat and not skinny. A

slight beard, or perhaps he hadn’t shaved for a few days. Rugged.Where am I? I asked. “In my

house, of course,” the voice answered.Where is that? “A fair bit up the mountain,” he answered.

“Gives a good view.” His voice was rich, nuanced, even mellifluous, full-bodied, sonorous.Does

this mountain have a name? “I like to call it Mertowney.”I realized I was asking the questions in

my mind. I had not spoken them. This figure, this man, seemed content to answer only the

minimum. He seemed to be enjoying it too, being laconic, or maybe it was his nature. These

concerns did not address the bigger, more looming one: What the hell was going on? Where

was I? How did I get here? And, most urgently, why was I here?“You’re here for the interviews.

Did you forget?” He said this as if I should know. “It’s nice and quiet here. We’re not likely to be

disturbed. Cup of tea?” He paused, then added, “You don’t have any other pressing

engagements, I hope?”Actually, I didn’t. It was a Saturday. A day off. How thoughtful of him to

abduct me on a weekend. A cup of tea, back at home, would have been the next step for me. I

guess I wouldn’t address the fact that it was three in the morning.“Abduct? More like convey,

don’t you think? Like to have a look around?”I put aside for a moment the pressing questions of

context and intention. They did not seem likely to be answered immediately. He was a gracious

host, so far. He clearly had a sense of humor, and I could almost see the bubbles of mirth

effervescing out of him, as if popping out of his skin pores, his hands, face, and bright blue

eyes. He was dressed simply, in beige slacks, a white shirt with a silver ascot, soft shoes like

sneakers. He had a slight beard, mostly white, that was trimmed to one-quarter inch. I shook

my head. One more puzzle. He looked like a writer I might meet for lunch. Somebody with a

publishing résumé, some books that had sold well, and I was considering his latest proposal

and liking it, thinking about signing him up for a book, imagining the media tour to come.He

grinned at me as if he was reading my mind. He probably was, I realized. I took stock of the

room I was in. Large picture windows that ran the full extent of one wall, providing a view out

over the lower levels of the mountain, its trees, and the sea. It reminded me of ocean views

from high hills or small mountains I’d enjoyed in Maine. A soft, comfortable, even inviting, couch

with throw pillows. A long glass coffee table in front of it; two smaller lounge chairs of the same

pale beige with silver trim facing it but at a diagonal; end tables for tea mugs; lamps; a few

bookshelves, enough to create the ambiance of a literate household but not so many as to

overwhelm the room. Some framed paintings and photographs on the walls; a few healthy

plants; the tinkling sound of spilling water, such as you’d hear from a small indoor water

fountain. I liked this room. It was equipped the way I’d set up a vacation room with a great view.

I settled myself on the couch, took up my cup of tea, looked out the window, and sighed. Aside

from the mystery of everything, what’s there to complain about?The man settled down in one

of the lounge chairs and smiled, like an attentive host, which, I suppose, he was. I was an

invited guest to his house. The room, I noticed, was still surrounded by that massive silver pillar

of light; it made the air seem silver. “I thought you would like it this way,” he said. “The room,” he

added when he saw I hadn’t understood the reference. “The layout and furnishings of this

room. Mind you, it is not quite what it really looks like, but, no matter, we’ll get to that in good

time.” He paused, then said, “Go on. Ask it. You’ve been wanting to ever since you got here.”He

was right. I had wanted to ask a basic question. “Who are you?”“My name is Morgodolanne.



Well, it’s one among many others.”That’s a strange word, I thought, yet it sounded familiar. I’d

seen it before. It took a while but eventually my mind brought up the reference. It was a word

Dr. Wilcox had used, or quoted from Blaise, in her book, The Blaise Conjunction. That Blaise

fellow, the one who generated those thousands of journal pages, had used it. He had reported

on a visionary experience to a place called—now it all came back to me—Mertowney Mountain

which was the residence of a magus-like figure called Morgodolanne, although that was one of

his very old names and was presented in the context of an old story, likely an antique myth. His

more recent name was Merlin. Blaise had visited Merlin right here. He had related a brief story

reportedly told him by this Morgodolanne-Merlin.That worried me. How many manuscripts or

even queries had I turned down by excited, if not feverish, writers claiming new knowledge

about this legendary man? Alleging new messianic insight into this figure or special, even

privileged, contact? Naturally, I had dismissed them all at once. And here I was, proposing to

accept the identification of this figure as being that same attribute-heavy Merlin. It’s an

understatement to say I felt myself on perilous ground, thin ice indeed. I permitted myself a

cliché given the challenging circumstances.“I know. I get that a lot,” Merlin said laughing.

“People claiming to know me. Saying all sorts of silly things about me, unsubstantiated,

unwarranted, and unlikely. It would fill a book, let me tell you. But not yours. Not this one.”The

Silver Light—it seemed fitting to capitalize it—flashed through the room, as if the walls of the

surrounding silver pillar closed in or intensified. I couldn’t see anything but the Silver Light. As

before, it was terrifically bright, and the quality of this brightness, though clearly silver in hue,

seemed to approach the blinding purity of white, as I said, white with a glare. I couldn’t see him

—I realized I would have to call him Merlin and get over my hesitancy and reservations about

joining the ranks of the inflated and the messianic—but I sensed him within the silver, as if he

were still seated there on the lounge chair.The Silver Light felt like a rarified vibration, as if

somehow it was more exalted than gold. I thought I was seeing images, impressions, pictures

within the silver flames. It seemed almost as encompassing as a landscape, as if the land were

made of silver fire—no, was consumed by a rolling fire of silver flames, as if it unrolled like a

fiery carpet. This was not a physical silver fire. I was certain of that. It was a spiritual, subtle fire.

It looked as if the silver fire was unrolling like a subtle carpet that had a functional quality, like,

in physical terms, spraying a layer of insulating foam or pouring in a foot of cement. I know that

sounds odd, but it appeared that the silver fire was coating and treating the land, in some

inexplicable manner preparing it, softening, conditioning, laminating it.I had the impression that

while under the influence of this mantle of unrolling silver fire the land was malleable, hyper-

protean, that it could be molded, even commanded, into any shape, that I was witnessing the

power of sculpting at a terrestrial level. I saw also that this rolling carpet of silver fire or super-

fluidic “cement” or “foam” carried pictures and images, like detailed diagrams for buildings,

engineering moulds. I saw one that looked like a pagoda; another like the Taj Mahal; a third like

the Parthenon; I saw palaces, even cities.The Silver Light seemed like liquefied prima materia,

like the antecedent of physical substance before it had settled into something solid, dry, and

substantial, even hard. Perhaps colloidal would be more exact, or a state in between that and

liquification. But it was through this means, I saw, that the physical landscape could take forms,

could hold them, could be shaped into them, and these forms included subtle buildings. These

must be what Blaise was on about in his journals when he talked about “Light temples.”

Architectural forms but made of Light, not matter.This rolling carpet of silver fire (or molten light

or liquified original substance), I understood, is the intermediary, the in-between state,

translating “heavenly” energies into physical forms. A kind of terraforming translation medium is

how I would put it. It wasn’t quite the land itself nor the atmosphere, but a covering, like a cloak



or mantle. A mantle of silver liquid, a film of colloidal Silver Light that enveloped the land.Merlin

was studying me, as if he followed my perceptions and thoughts. He probably heard everything

I thought, because he next said, “Yes, that’s a good way to put it. I’m glad you’re starting to

remember a little. Much more will come through in time. It’s important that you remember

because we need you to deploy this skill again. But we have some time, still. First the memory,

then the fieldwork. And of course before any of that, the interviews. The interviews!”Again?

What was he talking about? Remember what? Interviews? This was all beyond me. What is he

on about?“The Silver Light [he said this with an emphasis by which I gathered he meant it to be

capitalized], you’ll recall, is much older than the Gold Light. It came first. The Egyptians

understood this. They said the bones of the gods were silver, and their flesh was gold,

suggesting the bones are primary and the bones of reality are of silver. Of Ra, the Egyptian

Sun-god, they said he had silver bones, gold flesh, and lapis lazuli-tinted hair. Blue hair! I must

try that sometime. Our friend the Light-Bringer favors blue skin wrapped in a blue flame, but

I’ve never seen him sporting blue locks. It’s always gold. And there is the old stand-by, the story

of the cosmic or world egg; one half was gold, the other silver.”“The Silver Light I saw unrolling

over the land was like a liquified mantle,” I said. “It looked as if somebody was rolling the fire

out like a long carpet of fire.”“Yes, it is. Good perception. The Irish seers spoke of the goddess

named Brigit wearing a mantle. When the gods, known as the Tuatha de Danann, the

Followers of the Goddess Anu, or Brigit, came to Ireland, she took off the mantle, which she

was wearing as a silver cloak, and when it touched the Earth it started unrolling as a sea or

carpet of silver fire, consuming the unformed, inchoate land.“That was Brigit’s Mantle. The

mantle remained in place, you might say, as the substrate for the Light grid of the Earth, the

‘bones,’ which is a technical way of referring to the pre-sanctified landscape. Those same Irish

poets later called Ireland the ‘Land of the Silver Fleece’ because it wore the mantle of Silver

Light and was permanently endowed with sanctity by holy Brigit. It’s a good story, but not

entirely accurate, or shall I say, it’s incomplete. We did the whole planet this way, over time,

when conditions were ripe. We mantled the Earth in silver. It was how we prepared the land to

become geomantic, a visionary terrain.”He winked. It was as if he used those specialized words

on purpose to goad me. They were for the most part unfamiliar to me other than my superficial

exposure to them as an editor of the two “Blaise” books we had published.“It is not just dear old

Blaise who spoke that way. It’s a matter of engineering. You find these words in the

geomancer’s vocabulary.”“You’re talking about shaping the land at an energetic or even pre-

matter level of engineering? That’s what call you terraforming? This is all new to me.”“Yes, but

it’s more than merely physical shaping. We shape the Light that will then shape the physical

substance of the landscape. That’s what the Silver Light does. It shapes, and it is a medium to

conduct and hold the Light temples.”I looked at Merlin, and put aside for the moment the sheer

improbability of that, and reflected, this man is immortal. He doesn’t die. He’s been around

since the beginning. When on Earth was that? I realized I had no idea at all. What must that

feel like, that unbelievably long continuity of presence? No, not the body I’m seeing, not that

one is immortal. For all I know, it’s not even a body I’m seeing. Just a semblance, an illusion of

Light, another bit of land sculpting. This question seemed too big to present at the time, so I

settled for an easier one.“Why am I here? Why have you brought me here?”“To help you

remember. So you can help again. And to honor our agreement. And for me to tell you a story.

And, I should think, for the view. Aren’t location and view primary in real estate?”I looked out

the window again. I had the impression Merlin intended that. I saw the lower slopes of

Mertowney Mountain and noted they had a copper hue and that this copper was very bright, as

if radiant, as if possessed of what I could only call a “glory of Light.” Mertowney seemed to



tower over the landscape far below, which consisted of the continuing lower slopes of this

mountain and eventually the sea. Then I realized Mertowney was a spur arising out of an even

larger mountainous mass, and in fact it was not so much a mountain, as we think of them, but

a mass of gold light. A terrific mass of blazing golden light, like golden fire taking the form of a

mountain. It seemed to rise into the sky for miles; it seemed far higher than the Himalayas, than

the tallest mountain presently on the Earth. They would seem like hills against

this.Momentarily, I had a view from much higher up than Merlin’s residence. I saw a series of

vast estates, filled with palaces, domed buildings, arches, gates, towers, fountains, all in great

abundance and creating an impression of massive cities of Light. They were orderly,

symmetrical, beautifully designed, carefully engineered, as if by a premier master architect.

They were enclosed by vast walls of gold so that their extent was precisely defined, so that you

could say this celestial city of Light went just this far. I counted eight of these vast estates of

Light, placed at regular intervals on the slopes. (Again, I capitalize the word Light as used here;

it was clearly different than physical daytime solar light.)I had a brief impression of Merlin’s

Mertowney Mountain and his residence within this larger pattern. It looked radically different. I

saw instead (and here, regrettably, I will seem to depart from the realm of the marginally

plausible for the domain of the unbelievable) a gathering of celestial spirits encased in bubbles

of Light and seated on lotus blossoms that seemed to float in the air or rest on nothing

substantial. Where Merlin’s “house” had seemed to stand was instead a pagoda of Light

framed by a wall. Buddha-like figures in states of bliss and meditation were clustered by this

wall, and inside the wall were still more celestial spirits in obvious states of bliss and delight.

Other spirits seemed to float in the air on lotus blossoms made of clouds and were encased in

beautiful, shimmering, even throbbing, balls of Light and multiple auric layers. You could nearly

become a Buddha just from gazing on this tableau of enlightenment, I thought. I felt my mind

sharpening, my consciousness stilling.The pagoda, if that is even a remotely accurate name for

it—it was more like a massive stupa—rose in tiers with meditating, blissful, enbubbled spirits

residing at each level. There was quite a crowd of these saintly figures and innumerable

smaller pagodas or stupas similarly surrounded by figures. I saw also parks and groves, flower

gardens, fountains, reflecting pools, and whatever “land” or solid substance all this rested on

seemed radiant, exultant, pulsating with Light.The place exuded a paradisal atmosphere, but I

suspected it was more a paradise of consciousness than, for example, from a mundane view, a

smashingly lovely place to vacation in or have a time-share for the summer. Oddly—very oddly

—I remembered a statement attributed to Jane Austen that had always excited me though I

never understood why at the time. She had said beauty of landscape must be one of the joys of

Heaven. Did she know? Here I was, seeing beautiful celestial landscapes, heavenly gardens

and pavilions, like the pure form, the original idea, perfectly executed, of terrestrial

landscapes.The entire edifice seemed to rest gently on a lotus blossom of hundreds of broad,

spreading petals. But was all this “on” the mountain, or was I perhaps seeing the “mountain” in

a different light? Where had Merlin’s comparatively modest mountain house gone to? Then I

had a queer perception. Maybe it was only an insinuation. In some odd way, Merlin’s home, in

whatever guise I saw it, was not on the mountain; no, the multi-tiered stupa with meditating

blissful spirits inside transparent Light bubbles and the nicely accoutered Maine-coast summer

house were inside Merlin, part of his reality. They expressed aspects of his wide-ranging

consciousness. They were Merlin. His terraforming thoughts.Merlin seemed pleased with what

I saw. I assumed he saw me seeing this. His room, as I originally “saw” it, gradually reformed,

though I could for a while still see traces of that glorious paradisal alternate realm occupying, I

guess, the same space. For a while, the two realities, or the two versions of Merlin’s home,



overlapped.“What was that?” I asked Merlin. The Silver Light surrounding the house seemed to

intensify.“Another version of this of course,” he replied. I guess he thought that answered the

question. “Actually, one of quite a number of alternate home versions.” I presumed he thought

I’d understand that. “As it is with me as well, as you’ll see. Many versions, many pictures, many

stories told around the Earth about me. Which brings us to why, in part, you’re here. I thought

you’d like to know. Wouldn’t you? Here it is. I’ll help you sort the stories out, get them clarified.

I’ll give you a name, you research the outer story, come back here, relate it to me, and I’ll fill in

the bits. Tell you what really happened. What the story means. What the purpose of the guise

was. We think it’s a good time to reacquaint people with the Silver Light and its uses. To fill in

some of the missing early history of the planet, how the land got poured and shaped so it could

hold the Light of awareness for the humans who were arriving, and to do it again.”In part?

What’s the other part? Not that I even understood the first part.Merlin chuckled. “Like dogs?

Let’s start with Cuchulainn, the Hound of Culann. Irish story. Very old. Has some exciting bits.

Some quirky behavior.”I was back in my bedroom, in bed, watching the silver fire column fade

away.

2Cuchulainn at OchaineA few weeks passed. I did nothing, other than go to work. I thought

about this experience a lot, and started to disbelieve it at the same time I felt an urgency to

begin the research. When I returned to my bedroom that morning, only a few minutes had

elapsed in body time. It was still early morning and dark out. Too early even for coffee. I felt as if

I had been with Merlin for hours. Merlin? Had it really been Merlin? Had I really gone “there,” to

that mountain, and if I had in fact gone there, how did I go there? Was it a lucid dream? As for

the Irish Cuchulainn, I could barely pronounce the word. I knew nothing of him.It was Saturday

morning again. I had been practicing a meditation, using an image. I’m not sure where I got it

from; I seemed to wake up one day and know how to do it. It involved picturing myself seated

on a broad bed of diamonds, as if they were laid out side by side in a shallow convex bowl or

possibly on a high glass table. This bed of diamonds seemed to be inside an open outdoor

rotunda with big white pillars. A silver shank of Silver Light rose up from the center of this

spread of diamonds and I was in it. I wasn’t doing much other than paying attention to this

unusual image, noting the brilliancy of the Silver Light, that it had an intensity, a sheen

somewhat like flowing water on which the Sun was bearing down brightly, even fiercely,

creating a glare. I had never paid much attention to the color silver, other than what you see in

jewelry.I was just noticing this water-glare aspect to the silver fire when I was there. I was back

in Merlin’s livingroom on Mertowney Mountain and he was in his chair. I deduced that my

attention (I’m not sure I can call it meditation as I was stumbling around with this serendipitous

image) on the silver fire column brought me here, or enabled Merlin to yank me out of my

Boston house into his mountain-perched one. It was as if no time had elapsed since my last

visit. We were still right here, talking, like I had gotten up to stretch and now sat down.“Shall we

start with Cuchulainn, then,” Merlin said. “One of my favorites. Very feisty lad. Quite barking,

some say.”I had found some discipline and time to do my due diligence in the library. So I

began my presentation. I realized it was to lay out the surface details of the story so he could

comment on them. Certainly he knew the story line. Cuchulainn as described by the outer

world of myth and scholar, well, to start with, the bulk of the story pictures him as a child-

warrior prodigy. Most of his heroic feats he accomplishes before he turns 20; many he did when

he was seven.The name means Hound (from Cu) of Culann, who was a smith living in the

northeast of Ireland, close to what is today the border of Ulster County. Culann had forged

weapons for Conchobar Mac Nessa, Cuchulainn’s foster father and King of Ulster, and was



feasting the Ulstermen when young Setanta (his name as a child; it means “He who knows

how” or “He who knows the way”) accidentally or reluctantly killed Culann’s favorite but

enormous dog who apparently attacked him. Setanta grabbed the dog by the throat and back

and smashed it against a standing stone or the nearest pillar, or he threw a hurling ball down

its throat and tore out its entrails. He hadn’t meant to harm the dog, nor did he realize the

extent of his own strength. It was not an ordinary large dog; the Irish poets described it as

savage and massive. It took three chains to hold him down and three men to secure each

chain. Culann harnessed the dog’s fierceness to guard his cattle, stock, his life, and his honor.

Now he was bereft.A conscientious boy, Setanta volunteered to act as the dog in the deceased

dog’s place until Culann got another one; he would look after Culann’s herd and property as

well as a dog. I will guard all of Muirthemne Plain, all its herds and flocks, he announced to

Culann. Setanta became known for his function: he was now the Hound of Culann. All this took

place in the area known as Muirthemne Plain, close upon Carlingford in County Louth and on

the Cooley Peninsula, a town popular today among tourists, flanked by mountains and lying by

the sea inlet known as Carlingford Lough in northeastern Ireland. It’s 50 miles north of Dublin

and about six miles south of the Northern Ireland border. Setanta had been raised in a house

of oak called Dairgdig, the Oaken House, on the high, grassy plain of Muirthemne whose name

means, approximately, “Darkness of the Sea,” since, according to legend (the Metrical

Dindshenchas) it was once covered for 30 years by the Flood waters and was thus “under the

Sea’s roof.”Setanta’s parents were the human mortal woman Dechtine or Dechtire (the king’s

sister) and the god of the Tuatha de Danann called Lugh Lamhfhada (meaning “Long Arm” or

“Long Hand”). But he had many alternate names which also sound like epithets: Lugh

Samhildanach (“the One of the Many Skills” or “Equally Skilled in Many Arts”), Lugh

Lonnbeimnech (“Fierce Striker” or “Sword-Shouter”), and Lugh Macnia (“Boy-Hero”), although

competing birth stories confuse the picture. The name “Lugh” itself may mean “Lightning

Flash.” So Culann’s mother was a mortal Irish woman but his father was a lightning jag.As

Lugh MacEthlenn, he was the son of Eithne or Ethliu, daughter of Balor of the Evil Eye, an

ancient Fomorian giant with a poisonous single eye at the back of his head; it was always kept

shielded from the world because if exposed it would instantly incinerate anyone or anything

near it. Except Lugh’s putative father was Sualdam MacRoich. Cuchulainn might have been

miraculously or immaculately conceived by several possible male progenitors; alternately, he

might have been conceived when his mother drank water containing a magic worm. Irish

legends say his birth was accompanied by portents and wonders, such as a flight of magical

birds and a snowstorm.Setanta’s paternal lineage is godly, with his great-grandfather being

Balor of the Evil Eye, the Strong-Smiting One, the one-eyed Fomorian giant whose malefic eye,

the Suil Bhalair, must be kept veiled or it would scorch and burn all who beheld it. He also had

one large eye in the front of his forehead; it was not deadly, but it gave him a Cyclopes-like

appearance. The Fomorians were early settlers of Ireland, said to be either giants or

monsters.Setanta had a brother, born a few years before him, also fathered by the god Lugh,

but who died in early childhood. (The brother motif, and usually an ineffectual brother, would

show up in many of Merlin’s guises, I found.) Setanta was Lugh’s second attempt to produce a

son with Dechtine, and in a dream one night Lugh explains this to her and provides the new

boy’s name. She was not married at the time nor clearly affiliated with a man, nor was she

wanton, as the old word goes, so her pregnancy was baffling; people suspected King

Conchobar. Nobody was sure.As for Lugh, he called himself a man of the friendly Sidhe, which

is where all the other numinous Tuatha now lived, having retreated “underground.” Sidhe, a

slightly confusing term, refers to both the otherworldly residents and the hill-mounds which act



as portals to their realm of subtle palaces. Sometimes you’ll see the reference, The People

(Sidhe) of the Sidhe (hill-mounds); early Ireland was richly freckled with Sidhe. Lugh was

invisible to ordinary people, but those who saw him said he wore a green cloak clasped by a

bright silver brooch. Lugh had a forked javelin; a black shield from whose white knob gold fire

flares out like coronal fire against the dark shield; and he carried a five-pointed spear or lance

as tall as his shoulders and called the Luin of Celtchar; it was always flaming from its tip with

tremendous “spear-heat” so for everyone’s safety it had to be stored in a cauldron of cooling

water when not in use.This spear is associated with four other Irish heroes, including the

warrior Celtchar, and it is referenced in “The Destruction of the Hostel of Da Derga” and “The

Intoxication of the Ulstermen,” two tales from the Irish mythic canon. Its qualities are no doubt

exaggerated for story-telling effect. It is a great lance with 50 rivets through it, and its shaft is so

heavy it requires a team of oxen to move it. When the warrior brandishes the spear, sparks the

size of eggs fly out from it, its blade and tip covered in fiery tinder-bursts. When the “spear-

heat” seizes the weapon, it blazes up the shaft to the fist of the man wielding it. When

deployed, the spear will “serve drinks of death to a multitude” of enemies each night.When he

throws the lance a minimum of nine men will be killed, guaranteed. If the flaming lance is not

then quenched and its excessive heat cooled in a cauldron, it will seem the house it is in is

burning. The flames will blaze over the shaft and the house it’s in will seem to have a roaring

fire within it. Extreme care must be used by all who come near this spear: take the case of

Celtchar who was accidentally killed by poison dripping off the lance tip and running down to

the handle-grip when it was housed upright, not blade downward, in the cauldron. The

message is clear: nobody but Lugh should even think of using the Luin of Celtchar.I am your

father from the Sidhe, Lugh declares to Cuchulainn who for some reason doesn’t know this,

then he sings sweet music to the boy, which puts him to sleep. Cuchulainn had just been

observing the massive Connacht army arrayed all over Muirthemne Plain and realized he had

to stand alone against them to defend Ulster. Though a boy, he started in on his life’s mission

early. He was beat and tired and needed a good rest; Lugh was there to help him get it.Much of

Cuchulainn’s biography is presented in the epic adventure tale, Tain Bo Cuailnge, “The Cattle

Raid of Cooley,” which concerned the quest to acquire or defend a magical Brown Bull in

Murtheimne Plain. The armies of Medb (Maeve), lascivious, aggressive, beautiful, treacherous

queen of Connacht and based at Rath Cruachan, a ringfort and her capital in north-central

Ireland, try to steal the Brown Bull from the armies of the Ulstermen, also known as the Ulaids,

based in northeastern coastal Ireland. Cuchulainn is a one-man fighting force in this battle,

called (and feared as) the Hound of Ulster. He defends all Ulster province against the invading

Connachtmen who will die in service of Medb’s crazed and obsessive desire to possess the

Brown Bull. Her name means “mead” or “intoxication;” a bit of a tart, she is known widely for

her “friendly thighs” and she plows through male sexual partners by the chariot-load.The funny

thing about the cattle raid is that though the Brown Bull is briefly described, it figures very little

in the story, even at the end. It gets the action going, but the action that ensues seems

irrelevant to the Brown Bull. The majority of that is taken up with demonstrations of

Cuchulainn’s prowess and invincibility and recitations of how many Connachtmen he kills and

how easily he does this. In the end, Maeve’s army captures the Brown Bull; it fights the White

Bull (which Medb already owned); then it dies. You can’t help drawing the conclusion the Tain

Bo Cuailnge is not really about acquiring the Bull. You suspect that the Brown Bull never left

Muirthemne Plain, nor could it, nor did it need to. It’s more about Cuchulainn defending

Muirthemne Plain, and behind that, why he does this, meaning, it’s due to the secret of this

very old landscape.He got an early start in being a warrior prodigy. When he was five, he came



to Emain Macha, the headquarters of the Red Branch or Ulstermen in Ulster County. The Red

Branch was a name for the fighting contingent that protected Ulster County; their capital was

Emain Macha, a site on a hill with a ring, ditch, mound, and a few trees. In the Ulster Cycle, a

series of legends about the Red Branch, Ulster is associated with war, battle, strife, pride, and

conflict.Red Branch, or Croeb Ruad, was based at Emain Macha, the principal headquarters of

the Ulaid, the men of Ulster. In physical terms, this is a hillfort, lovely, green, and grassy with a

commanding view, set less than two miles from the town of Armagh in Northern Ireland.

Physically, it doesn’t seem large enough to accommodate the numbers of men and activities

attributed to it, but to look at it, even in photographs, you get the hint of great mythic

underpinnings.The site was named after the Goddess Macha; she was credited with founding it

too. The meaning of the name “Emain Macha” is imprecise. One interpretation has it meaning

“Macha’s Neck-brooch” (from Eo-Muin), that she used a brooch to mark out the boundaries

and dig the encircling trench; another says it means “Macha’s Twins,” because she birthed two

boys when she was forced to compete in a chariot race when she was nine months pregnant.

She won the race, birthed the two boys, cursed Ulster for forcing her to do this, then died. The

Curse, as odd as it sounds, because it meant the men felt menstrual and birth pains and the

weakness of women in labor, was what kept all the Ulstermen off the battle-field, requiring

Cuchulainn, who was exempt from this liability, to wield a free and single hand whenever Ulster

was attacked. This is Macha country; even Armagh points to her: Ard Macha, “Heights of

Macha.”Emain Macha in practical terms was “The House of the Red Branch,” from the Irish

words meaning “dull red branch” (Croeb Ruad) or “bright red branch” (Croeb Derg). Both were

applied to the site, and both words connote red: derg means bright red, like fresh, living blood,

flame, or gold, while ruad means dull, brownish red, the color of dried blood, or red hair. You

almost think they meant old blood and new blood, as in successive generations of a

lineage.Croeb Ruad, or the dull red branch, is where King Conchobar resides, a division within

Emain Macha; Croeb Derg, the bright red branch, is where they store the severed heads (from

battle) and the other battle trophies; a third division, the Tete Brecc (“Speckled Hoard”) is

where the warriors kept their weapons. The House of the Red Branch, the poets wrote, was

bright and sunny, full of harpers and poets who constantly were making music, singing songs,

and concocting rhymes, and there was much feasting, pleasant talk, and jollity.Emain Macha

was named in honor of the goddess Macha (one of the three Morrigan women, the Morrigan

an old Irish war-goddess), but on a physical level, the site is not large enough to have been

what the myths attributed to it. The site features a small grassy mound or circular enclosure

820 feet in diameter on a modest, low hilltop, yet the Irish poets say 150 queens lived there, all

in love with Cuchulainn, and in total, 365 Ulstermen dwelled at the house of Conchobar.There

isn’t room for this. Impossible in physical terms. One comes necessarily to the conclusion that

Emain Macha was a Sidhe, a Hollow Hill, a portal into another larger place of Light somehow,

that the activities and architectural features were in the spiritual, subtle world and not the

physical. It’s simply not possible or plausible any other way; the place is physically too

small.Conchobar was in charge of affairs at Emain Macha, and Cuchulainn declared he

wanted to serve in King Conchobar’s boy-troop. The boys construe his sudden, unannounced

arrival one day as a challenge and start fighting him; impressively, he defeats all 150 of them

by going into what was afterwards called his warp-spasm, torque, or riastradh, what seems like

a berserker battle-frenzy. In this state he cannot be vanquished by anyone. Naturally, everyone

at Emain Macha is astonished, then intimidated, by this prowess; he was just a boy of seven so

who would have thought this possible. This will be one of Cuchulainn’s signature features, his

crazy-man warp-spasm.The warp-spasm is a bizarre and frightening transformation. It is a



twisting, contorting, and rotating bodily force. It turns Cuchulainn into a distorted figure,

horrible, unrecognizable, and grotesque, said the poet. He becomes the Warped One, the

Torqued Man. Each hair on his head seems as if hammered into the skull, and they shoot

upright like fence posts tipped in fire. One eye is squeezed down smaller than the eye of a

needle, while the other enlarges wider than a goblet. His face resembles a red cauldron. He

bares his jaws wide open to the ears; he peels back his lips so you can see down his throat.His

mouth opens to a terrifying grin. The “hero-halo” rises from the top of his head, or sometimes

from his forehead, though sometimes the poets say the “hero-light” burns around his entire

body. His body seems to revolve furiously inside his skin; all his muscles shudder from head to

foot as if in a storm. Clouds boil above his body in flares and smoke, like the torches of the

Badb, the War-Fury. Badb, Emain Macha, and Nemain are the three components of the

Morrigan, the Irish picture of the war-goddess; she is a single goddess in essence, yet also

portrayed as three separate ones, often engaged in different activities. The poet’s descriptions

of the warp-spasm suggest possession by the Morrigan.The muscles in his neck engorge

hideously, each to the size of an infant’s head. He roars like the reverberation of 100 warriors; it

is called the “hero-scream,” one of his unique feats, and the goblins, demons, and sprites of the

glens echo this sound, making it even fiercer in impact. The poet says 100 warriors fell dead

from fright in the night after hearing his warrior’s terrifying cry of challenge. When the “torque”

or warp-spasm seized him, he could jump suddenly into the air, a prodigious physical feat

called the “salmon-leap.” That was only one of his 23 named feats of arms, each of them

monstrously fierce.The Tain poet makes them sound like a combination of advanced martial

arts coupled with magic potency, and it suggests the occult antics described in the books of

Carlos Castaneda, particularly A Separate Reality (1971). The neophyte Castaneda describes

Don Genaro leaping impossibly like a tiger and extruding tentacle-like fibers of light from his

midsection and using them like grappling hooks to climb precipices or hang off cliffs.

Cuchulainn could melt snow massed around him as high as his waist and clear a stretch of

ground to six feet in all directions merely from the heat of his warrior’s body, suggesting the

yogic prodigies of Tibetan monks who marshal internal heat to melt heaps of snow. I was

surprised to find confirmation of Cuchulainn’s otherwise unbelievable abilities from these two

divergent traditions, both involving yogic development. But it didn’t make the warp-spasm any

less formidable, or weird.The body-heat aspect came into play when he was seventeen. His

internal heat would grow so fierce he had to be immersed in vats of cold water to cool him

down. Sexual stimulation required the same treatment. One day he was besieging Emain

Macha, threatening to kill all Conchobar’s men. The king dispatched naked women to disarm

him. The women of Emain Macha ran forth from the hillfort barring and bouncing their breasts

at the suddenly undefended young Cuchulainn. These are the only warriors you’ll have to

contend with today, they shouted, brandishing them like weapons. They knew. The breasts won

the day. He was overwhelmed by Eros, the Tain poet snickered. He had to be plunged

successively into three vats of cold water until he cooled off; he cracked the first two vats,

boiling the water almost instantly. Only two things can calm his raging fury and seething anger:

naked breasts and beautiful songs.Shortly after the demise of the guard dog and the renaming

of Setanta as Cuchulainn, he is at Emain Macha. He overhears the Druid Cathbad teaching his

students. Cathbad is the one who suggested the new name of Hound of Culann. Cathbad is

explaining why this particular day is auspicious because any warrior who takes up arms today

will be famous forever. Cuchulainn thinks that sounds great and asks Conchobar for weapons;

the king complies, but none of the weapons can withstand Cuchulainn’s strength. It doesn’t

seem to matter he is only seven years old. Then Conchobar gives the boy his own weapons,



presumably of stronger mettle. Cathbad finishes the prophecy for Cuchulainn had interrupted

the pronouncement. Famous forever, yes, but possessing a short life. Cuchulainn asks for

Conchobar’s chariot; enters his battle-frenzy, kills three royal sons, all braggarts, he thought,

then returns to Emain Macha fully seized by his warp-spasm and gets immediately dumped in

cold water; presumably, the girls with the terrifying yet pacifying naked breasts were

unavailable.Clearly, we are in the world and presumptions of myth. But are we in the world of

plausible or even possible human reality with these tales of Cuchulainn at Emain Macha? I

understood why sober-minded scholars would back away.When he was seven he was

dispatched to the Druidess Scathach in the Isle of Sky, Scotland, to study the art and craft of

war and magic. Druids then were masters of occult and dark arts, as well as knowledge and

spells; they were probably more like what we might mean by witches and warlocks today. The

Old Irish word drui meant sorcerer, the early Welsh dryw meant seer, and the Druid was the

oak-knower or oak-seer, from the later Greek, drus, for oak tree, with allusions to the Proto-

Indo-European root, deru-weid, “to see.” Her name means “Shadowy One,” and originally the

Druids’ island was named after her. The island was her training ground for converting boys into

warrior-heroes.To get there you had to risk your life, having to leap over a great chasm called

the Bridge of the Cliff using the salmon-leap. If you failed and died, obviously you were not

worthy of being trained by Scathach. She was a teacher of the full range of warrior abilities,

such as the apple-feat, thunder-feat, supine-feat, the use of sword, spear, staff, and rope, the

hero’s call, and she could foretell the futures of her students. Rumors suggest Cuchulainn

battled Scathach for several days for possession of this magical island, then desisted, letting

her keep it. Together they ate some hazel nuts, believed to be the repository of all the world’s

wisdom. He saw he could never defeat the great Druidess, at best, reach a draw, perhaps

fighting her forever. When his training was complete and it was time to leave Skye, Scathach

gave him the awesome Gae Bolga for his own. This is a divine weapon of the magnitude of

Celtchar’s Luin, dangerous and powerful.In particular she instructs him (and only him) in the

use of the Gae Bolga, a terrific, powerful, and occult or magical weapon in the form of a deadly

spear or javelin tipped with 30 barbs. You throw it with the foot, and it slices through flesh and

has to be cut out of its recipient to be withdrawn, so deeply embedded does it get. The spear

makes a single wound but then the 30 barbs open up inside the body; or the spear has seven

heads, each with seven barbs, or 49 cutting points in all. If you see the Gae Bolga, the poets

warn, run the other way as fast as you can. If it strikes you, you are very much dead meat; you

can count on that.It’s a dreadful weapon, unique to Cuchulainn; it is invariably fatal. With it, he

kills his fellow student, Ferdiad (on purpose), and later, one of his sons (accidentally). The term

Gae Bolga may mean “the bagged spear,” “spear of mortal pain, death spear,” “gapped,

notched spear,” or “belly spear,” from the Old Irish bolg, meaning “belly, sack, bag.” More

acutely, it means, or promises, “spear of mortal pain, the death spear.”It may have been made

from the bone of a sea-monster, the Coinchenn, who died while fighting another monster, the

Curruid, Irish legend suggests. One story says a champion of the Eastern world named Bolg

made the spear from the retrieved bones of the Coinchenn; the spear was passed down

through generations of warriors. The ownership and use of this magical weapon (it may derive

from the armory of the antediluvian Fir Bolg, the reputed first inhabitants of Ireland, a race at

Cuchulainn’s time almost extinct) becomes a Cuchulainn signature aspect, like a designer

weapon, part of his power. Not only does he possess it, he alone knows the technique to use

it.His Druidic teacher said it was called the Invincible Spear and was once used by the original

Irish gods, the Tuatha de Danann. Its head is bronze inlaid with silver and emits a red-gold

sheen; it gleams in cruelty, the poet said. Its test to the prospective user is he must



demonstrate control over it; if he does, the weapon is his and he becomes invincible,

undefeatable in battle. If he doesn’t, he’s dead anyway. The Gae Bolga is a magical weapon; it

sings in flight, humming like a swarm of bees, but it’s a low and dangerous drone, and the

spear moves so fast you will unlikely hear the warning sound. By the time you’ve seen it or

heard it, the spear’s three prongs and many barbs will be sticking inside you. Not only will the

Gae Bolga obey its commander, it is seemingly sentient and will tell its user how to throw it,

sending its own commands through the user’s arms.The Gae Bolga is only part of his battle

gear. He has eight weapons in all, carrying four to a hand: one is another spear called

Duaibhseach; a red shield called Dubhan that flushes black in battle; a fierce sword called

Cruaidin Calidcheann (“the Hard-Headed,” with a hilt of gold and lined with silver; its point

could be bent back to the handle without breaking and it could slice easily through stone, bone,

or tree); a war-helmet; an invisibility cloak made from cloth of Tir Tairngire, the Land of Promise

(Merlin too has a mantle of invisibility, as one of his Thirteen Treasures); and his own

intimidating warrior’s cry of challenge which dismays most people: it’s so scary it disembodies

warriors.But another account says he carried eight short swords, eight javelins, eight spears,

eight darts tipped with the barb called the Riddling-Rod, eight double shields, but each shield

rim was as sharp as a razor. That was just his equipment. His battle-garb was equally

formidable, including 27 stiffened corsets, drawn as tightly as a board with ropes and cables to

keep his inner being and brains from breaking loose during the warp-spasm. Over this, he wore

a battle-gird of leather, and over that an apron of filmy silk, and another apron of leather over

that. For final effect, he strides onto the battlefield in a blood-red cloak. He probably could have

scared them witless without that final effect.The bulk of Cuchulainn’s story concerns what he

did when he was 17. He had achieved full warrior capability, and that was insurmountable. His

hero-halo combined the eerie fire and spiritual light of the Dagda, chief of the Tuatha de

Danann, also called Eochaid Ollathair, the “All-Father,” and the murderous fire of the Morrigan,

Ireland’s triple goddess of war, strife, and death. Each of his eyes had seven pupils that

gleamed like gems and seven jewels sparkled from each pupil (a composite eye of 49 parts);

overall, the poet says, his eyes were silver-grey. He had four dimples in each cheek, each a

different color; seven toes, seven fingers; he wore a silver brooch that emitted the rays of Lugh

and nearly blinded all who saw it; it transmitted his father’s potency as God of Light.When he

shook his head, a silver streak of light flashed out from his mane of long yellow hair. Even

though the warp-spasm rendered him hideous and scary, the poet says, when he was

untorqued, Cuchulainn was gorgeously beautiful, a fashion plate in fine royal clothes, and,

most marvelously, he was still shockingly young, a quality coupled with battle proficiency, and,

the poet hints, with great male sexual virility: he’s hard to resist. I noted the silver motif in these

descriptions of his appearance or clothing; it would be important later.His hero-halo emits the

“murderous fire” of the Morrigan, the poet said. The Morrigan is a triple war-goddess whose

identity usually includes Badb, the scald-crow and war-fury who flies over battle-fields like a

carrion bird inciting warriors to produce more dead bodies for her; Nemain, the venomous, who

spreads panic and battle-frenzy; and Macha, the fast-running horse of battle.Morrigan is a

shapeshifter, a magician who casts oracles, foretells the future of warriors and their battle-fate,

and moves effortlessly among forms such as eel, red-gray wolf, and crow. She is a bard who

sings her people to victory in the battlefield; she has a voracious sexual appetite and in some

stories she lusts after Cuchulainn. In one encounter, he gives her “three hurts,” smashing her in

each of her guises of eel, wolf, and heifer, then she changes again and flies off in her raven

form, but she smiled at Cuchulainn, for, despite this, she loved this great warrior who

performed deeds others only dreamed of. She managed to trick him once when she appeared



as an old, nearly blind, woman milking a three-teated cow. That should have tipped him off, but

he missed the clue. He asked her for a glass of milk. She complied, but twinkled dangerously.

She is powerful and ambivalent, as ready to help the boy-warrior as to dismember him.She is

called the death queen, phantom queen, nightmare queen, and great queen, and most people

fear her. Her cries often cause death to those who hear them. In many respects, the threefold

Morrigan strikes one as a fierce, almost crazed, Irish picture of the Norse Valkyries. In the

Norse stories, the Valkyries, who are female war-spirits, numbering between three and nine,

Odin’s Wish-Girls, hover over battlefields to select worthy dying men to bring to Valhalla, the

warrior’s paradise, to join the ranks of the honored and valiant by Odin’s side.The Morrigan

similarly sweeps over the plains of battle, but usually in an ugly guise, a gray-haired hag, who

shrieks and dances on the spear points and above the savaged bodies, taunting the men that

the ravens will consume their bodies as so much carrion. Her cries keep them awake at night.

The Morrigan is a scarier, more feral, and probably, because of those qualities, earlier, even

original, picture of an aspect of what myths and spiritual traditions call the Great Mother (like

the Hindu Kali), though possibly to my untutored eyes, a rather demented mother, crazed with

spilled blood. What strikes me as significant is that Cuchulainn has her allegiance.I mentioned

that one of the possible meanings of Gae Bolga alludes to the antecedent Fir Bolg. A

somewhat displaced group of Irishmen related to them was called the Galeoin. They were the

Ulster Exiles, descendents (or survivors) of the Fir Bolg who served with the Connacht armies

of Maeve at Cruachan and against the Red Branch. The Fir Bolg, or Men of Builg, whose name

might mean “Bag Men,” were the earliest human settlers of Ireland. They left a mixed legacy.On

the positive side, they parceled out the land of Ireland into its five provinces or geomantic

terrains. On the negative side, they were adept at war, liked weapons with sharp points, spears

with iron heads, were defeated decisively at the Battle of Moytura by the Tuatha de Danann,

and, after ruling Ireland for 37 years, were almost entirely removed as a group from the Irish

scene, at best only a small contingent of Fir Bolg surviving into the later days.The cattle raid of

Cuailnge is so named because it takes place in the vicinity of the Cooley (Cuailnge) Peninsula

with the Cooley Mountains in the middle portion; Slieve Foy, the highest peak, is just under

2,000 feet. Nobody is quite certain where exactly Muirthemne Plain lies today; certainly the

Cooley Peninsula does not count as a plain. It is steep and mountainous, lying just behind

Carlingford at the sea’s edge. Maps of the “Tain Way” approximately locate the itinerary of the

great cattle raid, and the story itself gives a rough idea of where the formidable Brown Bull of

Cooley or the Donn Cuailnge is found.There’s a problem with this bull. It is not an ordinary bull;

no physical bull could possibly be as large as the poet has it. Its broad back was large enough

so 50 youths could play on it; this same broad back sheltered 100 warriors from the heat or

cold; when it lowed at sunset the base swell of its animal voice sounded like music in the four

quarters of Cooley Peninsula. Its keeper was known as Forgaimen, the “Skin Rug;” the Brown

Bull had an entourage of 50 heifers; and the Brown Bull could impregnate 50 heifers every day,

and they would all calve within the hour. The Tain poet attributes various body parts of the

Brown Bull to different but specific locations in the Cooley Peninsula, as if it has been

dismembered, which, the poem suggests, happened at the conclusion of the raid. The Brown

Bull is another mythic story element that challenges physical belief.But the Tain poet is specific

about one landscape detail. He says the dark waters of the River Cronn will keep the

Connachtmen of Queen Medb from Muirthemne, and that soldier work, especially by

Cuchulainn, is done up north at Mount Ochaine. The River Cronn flows even today through the

peninsula, from the Windy Gap in the central part of the mountains down to Carlingford Lough.

If this river, specifically named in the Tain, is the defensive boundary for Muirthemne, it



necessarily means Muirthemne Plain and the Brown Bull reside east of the river in the

mountains. That is the Plain he defends, but it would be more accurate to call it the

mountainous region; the Brown Bull must be there.Cuchulainn spends most of the time from

November 1 to February 2 battling the forces of Queen Medb who want the Brown Bull to add

to their herd. That’s interesting in itself, for the dates bracket the time between Samhain and

Oimelc (or Imbolc), two key dates in the Celtic liturgical yearly calendar, the year’s end, start of

winter, and the new year’s start, Samhain when the Sidhe are all flung open and Oimelc which

announces the “fattening” of the spring light, making those three months a kind of limbo time,

when Otherworldly influences are considered to be strongly present. It’s Halloween to

Candlemas, in the modern vernacular. In these winter battles, Cuchulainn defeats everyone,

and the vanquished number in the hundreds. In what the Tain poet called the Great Massacre

of Muirthemne Plain, Cuchulainn killed 150 kings, plus all their animals, servants, even related

family members. It was a complete rout for the Connachtmen. The field was littered with

corpses. Cuchulainn killed them all.Cuchulainn defends all the fords, fighting off all who

challenge the boundary. He spears them, decapitates them, does physically horrible things to

all the young men. He does not receive a scrape, scratch, or bruise; he rather enjoys it, boasts

of his prowess. He performs the “thunder-feat” of 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500, meaning he

defeats that many fighters by himself and within minutes and without breaking a sweat. For

extra measure, he drives his great scythed chariot, Carbad Seardha, in a circle around the four

provinces of Ireland, ploughing the ground deeply into dikes of dirt with the chariot’s iron

wheels to create both a deep gorge and high ramparts to corral all his enemies. A chariot,

incidentally, is another of Merlin’s Thirteen Treasures, part of his occult kit.This introduces

another key theme in Merlin’s guises—terraforming, shaping the land, often on a massive and

sometimes antediluvian scale. He kills hundreds more warriors. But mostly he’s a fighting

machine. Except he does this dispassionately; he is not personally angry with his opponents.

He is only professionally angry, or angry because he is possessed by the riastradh or warp-

spasm, which is a state of battle-frenzy beyond anger. He is angry or torqued on behalf of the

Ulstermen and Muirthemne Plain, which he has pledged to defend. His terraforming seems to

include plowing under all the enemies of the Plain.One spirit Cuchulainn deals with is the

Morrigan, the fierce war-goddess. Her name means “Phantom or Great Queen.” She often

appeared as a raven swooping over battlefields to devour the bodies of the slain. His attitude to

her seems ambivalent: he fights her, then heals her. In one episode, she appears to him as an

eel, whose ribs he smashes; next as a she-wolf, and he crushes her eye with a hurled stone;

then as a hornless red heifer, whose leg he breaks with a stone. Then the Morrigan reappears

in her more customary form, as a black raven, bearing these Three Hurts from Cuchulainn.She

had previously appeared before the young, beardless Cuchulainn as a beautiful, desirable

woman. In still another guise, she manifested as a very old, almost blind, woman milking a cow

with three teats; she gave him a jar of fresh milk, and he thanked her and offered her the

Dagda’s blessings. She praised him as an invincible warrior with no peer and thanked him for

healing her. The story suggests he failed to discern her true identity, taking her as only an old

woman.Cuchulainn had a certain flair for the dramatic and flamboyant. After the slaughter on

the Plain of Muirthemne, he stands cockily in his chariot, holding nine human heads in one

hand and ten in the other, and waves them at Maeve’s army to put them into a state of dismay.

They were this day’s battle trophies. Another time he handily decapitated three formidable

Connachtmen and displayed their severed heads in his chariot as he rode towards Emain

Macha. It’s as if he studied his taunting, insouciant gestures with the Morrigan

herself.Cuchulainn’s power-place in the landscape is Mount Ochaine. The Tain poet specifically



names it, though he doesn’t say where it may be found, other than “north.” For each of three

nights running he killed 100 men, picking them off with a slingshot from the heights of Ochaine.

During one battle-skirmish, Cuchulainn calls upon the River Cronn to rise up and drown the

enemies of Muirthemne, or at least to make them sigh in dread of the prospect until his

warrior’s work is done high upon Ochaine in the sunlight. The Tain poet said the Cronn waters

obediently rose in fury to the height of the treetops of Ochaine.Ochaine is Cuchulainn’s place

of reference; he tells the Connachtmen to meet him for a parley between Ochaine Mountain

and the sea (which would be Carlingford Lough). You get the impression from the Tain that in

magical terms Cuchulainn owns Ochaine. He caused two other rivers, the Gatlaig and Colptha,

to similarly rise up and drown his enemies. Where the Colptha rose up its flood-plain became

known as the Meadow of the Chariots, as in drowned chariots.Surprisingly, today Ochaine is a

small rounded knob of a hill, a mere 142 feet high, surrounded by trees, and known locally, for

some unexplained reason, as Tipping Rock and Trumpet Hill. Nobody in the Cooley area calls

it Ochaine or even seems to have heard that name. It’s as if they want to forget about it. The hill

backs onto a golf course and a quarry and is wedged between Ballymascanlan to the

southwest and Ballymakellett to the northeast, both only a few miles from Ochaine. It seems

too modest, too squat, to fit Cuchulainn’s need, and modern Ireland seems to have drained all

its mythic dignity from out of it.As for the name “Ochaine,” one story has it that King

Conchobar’s shield was called Ochaine, which means “the Moaning One.” It hung in his Red

Branch Speckled House (the shield depository) at Emain Macha, and whenever danger

threatened Conchobar, the shield would moan and incite all the other shields of the warriors of

Ulster to moan sympathetically with it. The shield has four gold corners and coverings and is

regarded as first among the 18 prominent shields that hang at Emain Macha. Its name, also

spelled Ochoin, might mean “Fair Ear,” “Ear of Beauty” or “Beautiful Ear,” or, as Orchain, “Bright

Rim.” Other etymologies for Ochaine suggest it means “Moaner” and “the Ocean,” but what is

most obvious is the inference that the shield is to a degree sentient or aware.The inference is

also that Cuchulainn’s power mountain is named after the shield of his king, Conchobar, and

that whatever Cuchulainn does from Ochaine Mountain is in resonance with Conchobar

himself. Since Cuchulainn defends Ulster and Conchobar, maybe his power-mountain,

Ochaine, is the shield itself, his place of power deployment on behalf of Ulster. The word has

an additional backdoor nuance (through its alternate spellings of Acein and Aicein, meaning

“Ocean”) with the Three Waves of Eriu, a triple goddess or triune wave-daughters aspect and a

protective force for the whole island of Ireland. When the shield moans, heralding jeopardy to

Conchobar, the Three Waves echo this, suggesting that Cuchulainn, Conchobar, the mountain

itself, resonate with all of Ireland and its energies and landscape, that these form a linked

guardian system.To round out the story, Cuchulainn takes a wife, wooing her when he is seven.

Her name is Emer, or Emer of the Fair Hair, a royal daughter, possessing beauty, wisdom, and

the epitome of all feminine charms. She does not figure in any of his exploits, and though the

Irish poets devote space and imagination to describing their courtship, marriage, and the

quality of their relationship, it seems irrelevant to the thrust of Cuchulainn’s story, uxorial

window-dressing. Anyway, he is serially unfaithful to her; curiously, one of his consorts was a

fairy queen named Fand, wife of the sea-god, Manannan Mac Lir. I say “curiously” because it

evokes the Celtic Merlin’s dalliance with the seductive, fey apprentice Viviane (or Niniane)

through whose wiles he got himself sealed up in a cave.Also of marginal relevance (because it

is not convincing and seems contrived) is the manner of Cuchulainn’s death. The poet says he

broke a sacred taboo (a geasa) by eating dog-meat which came at odds with another geasa,

not to refuse hospitality. Eat the meat or insult the host. So it was a choice with no good



outcome when a crone offered him a meal of dog-meat: either break the taboo against turning

away hospitality or one for eating proscribed foods. Breaking the taboo weakens his strength

and somehow drains him psychically, so in his next battlefield encounter, he suffers losses: his

chariot-driver, the horse, then himself, by way of a wound. He ties himself to a standing stone

so he can die upright.I find this death-scene, or his death, hard to credit; you can’t kill a mythic

hero. The story ends oddly: Cuchulainn defeats nearly all the Connachtmen, but they still get

the Brown Bull, lead it away from Muirthemne, then it dies on them. However, the Irish writer

Morgan Llywellyn in her Red Branch (1989) offers a presumably apocryphal but poetically

pleasing denouement to Cuchulainn’s public career. He knows he is dying from the proliferation

of wounds, but he feels the Light of his father drawing down upon him, opalescent and radiant.

Then he makes his final, definitive salmon-leap from atop Ochaine into the Light.That finished

my report on the biography of Cuchulainn. Merlin grinned. “A bit like reading about yourself in

the newspaper, don’t you think. Full of inaccuracies, misquotes, and wildly improbable

activities, or so you would think.”I saw his point. If you are one of the celebrity “gods,” the focus

of a country’s mythic canon, maybe you don’t often get a chance to correct your public

biography, to sit down for a long biography-correcting interview.“You ask me questions. I’ll

clarify matters based on that. Okay?” Merlin said.I had just begun to nod my head “yes” when I

found we were no longer in his livingroom on Mertowney Mountain. We were in a small circular

temple of Light that seemed, on first glance, to be inside a rounded, fairly steep hill, with trees

and shrubbery at its base and exposed rock like a bald cranium at its top. The circular Light

temple (I’d guess it’s 100 yards wide) is framed by about two dozen silver pillars, evenly

spaced, placed at the circumference and rising up to a domed roof. It’s an odd, incongruous

site, because in one direction I see a golf course; in another a working farm, muddy lanes,

manure piles, barking dogs, ambling plump cows, old stone farm buildings and equipment

amidst trees.Overall, the color scheme is silver, and behind or in between the pillars are

innumerable quartz or diamond crystals embedded in the walls, giving the temple the quality of

a crystal cave. These crystals seem to exist in layers or veils, like crystalline laminations, each

one of a higher frequency and intensity. The tops of the silver pillars are engraved with bright

Islamic blue in delicate traceries, suggesting vines and leaves and, to a degree, simple

geometric abstractions. The floor is also silver, with evidences of a delicate fishscale-like

pattern. In between the pillars are niches where men in ceremonial or hieratic robes stand;

presumably, these are attendants to Merlin in his temple, possibly hierophants under his

supervision. He seems to stand inside a massive central silver pillar that rises up through the

Light temple; the pillar seems to fully envelop the interior space and appears infinitely tall as I

can see no end to it.The abundance of silver, in the floor, central pillar, and circumferential

pillars, emits a tingling sound, like the sound of innumerable bells being jangled, or of gurgling

water. The same delicate diaphanous sound I heard when it appeared in my bedroom. Outside

the circular temple, just beyond the encircling pillars, I saw dozens, perhaps hundreds, of

young men assembled, waiting to enter. Maybe I was looking into the past at this site. I saw

that Merlin held a long silver staff and he used it to move (by gesturing with it) the warrior-

candidates along through his sanctuary after they had passed the preliminary entrance test.“Is

this Ochaine Mountain, or better, its inner, Otherworldly aspect?”Merlin nodded.“For some

reason I suspect it is also your Dairgdig, the Oaken House, where you grew up on Muirthemne

Plain. Is that right?”He nodded again. That means his temple was also his birthplace home.

Since Merlin is so clearly a “god” and thus, I presume, immortal, “birthplace” must mean where

his energy reality is anchored, where he is in this landscape.“That means you came back to

work at the same place where you grew up?” As soon as I said it, I realize how stupid my



question was. Grew up?“Why would I need to grow up? This site is my sanctuary, my temple of

the silver fire, as you might call it. It is what you would call my place of power, my node. It is a

place, one of many I have around the Earth, where I ground or establish my inseverable

connection with the Silver Light, better known as the Great Mother, or, to the ancient Irish, the

Goddess Brigit. She’s the one with the mantle, you’ll recall. The Silver Light, you might say, is

my specialty. I wear the Robe of the Silver Light. To say I was born and reared here means this

is where humans come to be introduced to the Merlin Light and to birth it within themselves.

Dairgdig is where warriors are birthed in the Silver Light. You’ll find you often have to reverse

the mythic picture to get the right meaning.”“I take it the Oaken House nuance, oak specifically,

with its Druidic connotations, alludes to your initiation by the Druids, or that you were

one?”“Almost. Rather it indicates that Cuchulainn is fully equipped with the powers, knowledge,

wisdom, and scope of activity associated with the Druids. It hints that accepted candidates for

initiation may be exposed to those powers once they enter the sanctuary, which is to say, the

training province, the field of energies, of Cuchulainn. The temple at Ochaine represents those

Druid powers. It was my place for imparting the Druid powers to worthy initiation

candidates.”“Who are the young men assembled just outside your sanctuary?”“They are

candidates for training and initiation. I test their worthiness to enter the precinct of Muirthemne

Plain. Muirthemne is sanctified, energized terrain, spiritually treacherous to the unprepared. It

is numinous ground. A numen is always treacherous to daytime, worldly consciousness. Many

are turned back; many ‘die,’ in a sense. If they are worthy, which is to say, prepared at all

necessary levels of their constitution, fortified within, strong, they usually will get more training

and hardening. It is inadvisable to enter Muirthemne without the proper preparation. It is a

cauldron of danger and peril in there. Of course, in saying this, I distinguish the outer

Muirthemne and the inner one. The outer one, the one you see with your physical eyes, is safe;

the inner one not so.”“Why did the Irish stories describe you as either seven or 17, but a

prodigy either way, capable of stupendous feats, awesome for a child, still impressive for a

grown-up? Were you actually that young?”“Not at all. I’m older than you can conceive. It suited

their storytelling for me to be especially young and capable. They associated young people

with great lifeforce. It connoted great virility, prowess, freshness of spirit, and the anomaly of

one so young being so accomplished helped establish the uniqueness of Cuchulainn. The

powers he wielded were young, fresh, vital, invincible, like the lifeforce of the brand new world.

Clearly, he was unlike all other Ulstermen.“To depict Cuchulainn as tremendously capable at

only seven, or even at 17, was to emphasize the specialness of the powers I brought to the

Irish, that I demonstrated. It was a device within the stories to indicate, draw attention to, the

numinous quality I had. Watch out: he looks like a kid but he is fierce and wields godly force.

He’ll tumble you on your butt before you know what hit you.“No, it really wasn’t about me and

enlarging my popular image. That mattered not. The inflation was to lure prospective students

to the training, to Muirthemne. The myth of Cuchulainn was like a picture painted by the Druid

seers to explain or at least allude to a large truth, to a force of consciousness, and with this,

merely a symbolic image with some evocative aspects, to draw candidates for initiation taken

at Ochaine Mountain, my Druid’s Oak House.”“But this place, your Ochaine, its Light temple

aspect, seems invisible to sight. How could the candidates have found it and entered your

sanctuary?”“Precisely. That’s part of the initial test of their worthiness. They have to find it and

enter. After all, what I defended out on Muirthemne was not visible to ordinary sight either, nor

the Bull. Nor was the Hound of Culann, the original one. There never was such a physical bull

as that prodigious one, the Donn Cuailnge, as described by the seanchai or storytellers. No,

that Bull, the reality of Muirthemne Plain, my Ochaine sanctuary, and much else, is all on the



inside, as it were, inside the Sidhe, in the Hollow Hill. Those who could not find their way into

this subtle domain were excluded from training. You needed the Sight. It would be like sending

the blind to a conventional library and expecting them to read the books to research a topic.

They wouldn’t be able to see anything. The Tain poet had me slingshotting Connachtmen from

atop Ochaine. That meant I was assessing, attacking, sparking their daytime consciousness,

devoid of Sight.”“Did you accidentally kill the ferocious dog of the smith, Culann?”“No, of course

not. There never was a dog, not in a physical, canine sense. Other than me. I’m the Hound!

The Dog refers to Canis Major, the constellation of the Greater Dog, and principally to its

organizing star, Sirius, the Dog-Star. Sirius guards the galaxy like a guard dog. The Irish

understood dogs, their nature, capabilities, and how they were good guards of one’s property. I

guard, defend, and generally watch over Muirthemne Plain like a good watch-dog.“The Hound

of Culann, the original or first one, was a representation of Canis Major as part of a large

landscape pattern of energy. This dog was not killed; it remained intact, and, if anything, it was

energized by Cuchulainn who supplemented its activities as a living ‘Dog.’ He guarded the Dog

who guarded the Muirthemne landscape. The first Dog was fixed in place, part of a pattern;

Cuchulainn as the second Dog was mobile, could move about freely, and he did.“To say

Setanta ‘killed’ the Hound of Culann means he was on hand, in body, on the ground, alive, to

supplant that Dog’s function, to complement and supercede it. To ‘kill’ means to supercede, but

also to complement and counterpoint. That makes two Dogs, neither of them dogs! Confused?

As Setanta, the way-shower, the one who knows the way, I guided people into Muirthemne, like

a dog showing the route. Sometimes I guided them to the Dog of Sirius. People such as those

men you saw assembled just outside the walls of my sanctuary, awaiting their test. Did you see

yourself among them by any chance?”His question unsettled me, took me by surprise. Me?

Among those men?I had read enough of past-life literature and reports to know it is foolish to

expect a past-life person to resemble your current body type or personality, that the

identification marks are deeper, at the soul level, revealed sometimes by seemingly trivial

gestures or orientations or what some writers called “soul-mood.” For a moment I felt myself to

be someone else, except it felt familiar, like remembering a dream that, when it was unfolding,

carried all the verisimilitude of daytime waking life. You were yourself in the dream but with

some differences. You looked different, yet somehow felt the same. I am standing in the second

row among those candidates, studying Merlin’s staff intently. I want one like that. I want to be in

the Silver Light it exudes. I know that Light.For a moment I was in that Light. It seemed first that

I was holding a tall silver staff, like Merlin’s, but my own. It exuded a bright, glaring, almost

white, Silver Light, like a fire. I seemed to be inside a rapidly spinning double pyramid made of

eight transparent crystalline facets, each in the shape of a triangle. It was spinning but I

seemed to be standing still in the center, at the place of the implicit vertical axis of this spinning

geometric form. I noticed I was wearing a silver robe; it went sheerly from my neck to my

ankles and my head was covered in silver too, as if the robe had a hood or I wore a bishop’s

miter. The silver staff enlarged to the size of a pillar, a column of Silver Light, and, strangely, I

entered it.I was inside a silver pillar again, similar to the original one through which Merlin

inducted me to his sanctuary and presence, yet this one seemed more vivid. It seemed to

reveal more of where I was, show me more of Merlin’s sanctuary, of him. I thought I had been

seeing him clearly before, but now it was like I had corrective lenses. I had been seeing him

through a fog of myopia before; now he was starkly before me. I felt my mind was working

better, was sharper, more clear, even lucid. Then apparently it was time for more

questions.“For some reason, I do not believe you as Cuchulainn killed all those men. The story

has you dispatching young men by the hundreds, slashing, decapitating, and killing, but I



suspect the image means something different.”“Good. That’s astutely reasoned. No. I killed

nobody. Not in a bodily sense. The Irish mentality then was, shall we say, a bit pugilistic in its

use of metaphors. And Ulster, one of the five original geomantic provinces of Ireland, was the

place of battle. Spiritual development, initiation, was a warrior’s battle. Seeing reality through

the fog of illusions is a battle. Acquiring Druidic powers, the Sight or ability to ‘see,’ gaining

mobility in the astral body, the world of Light, was a warrior’s fight. A fight against inertia,

gravity, the density of the body. They likened inner transformation to fierce champions with

battle prowess.“No, it had to do with surrendering a sense of selfhood, the lower mind, the ego

and personality, as represented or even symbolized by the body, to be able to enter the

Mysteries. The Silver Light and what it reveals is beyond the ken of the body alone. It is also a

tremendous challenge, like going up against the Morrigan, which, in fact, it was. If the warrior-

candidate believes his body represents the consummation of his consciousness and the full

extent of his life, he will fail to penetrate the Mysteries. These were after-death Mysteries, in a

sense, or post-body-identification Mysteries charting the soul’s travels. You had to fight your

way in; all the forces of inertia, matter, and selfhood opposed you.“The Silver Light does not

burn in the body, as the Gold Light does; it burns above the body. It is still part of the human

constitution, but it burns in a higher part of it than the body. Above the head, though it’s still in

the auric egg of the whole man, just in a higher zone of it. It burns above the field of battle,

above the self, just as the Morrigan flies in raven-form above the battlefield, beyond and before

the fragmentation into the self. That’s why she is associated with war and death; she ‘kills’ the

body-self because she created it, and because she exists in a place that is before it ever

existed. She is a face of the Silver Light.”“That’s why the Tain poet said a silver streak of light

flashed out from Cuchulainn’s long mane of yellow hair, to indicate it lies above the head?”“Yes.

I facilitated that penetration in those candidates who showed promise. Not all did. I killed them

in the sense that I showed them how to drop their identification with their lower form, lower self,

their selfhood itself as it was based on their body. It was like cutting off their heads or limbs or

slashing their bodies to bits. To free their consciousness, their awareness, from that encasing.

It was the shamanic initiation gesture of slicing up the body to break one’s strong identification

with it, throwing all the parts in a basket, then reassembling them.“But it was more their mental

body image, their internal picture of the physical body as defining their selfhood. I got them

ready to enter the field of the Mysteries, what Muirthemne Plain really is. They entered that as

you entered my sanctuary, in what you’d call your Double, an extension of your awareness as if

outside your body. Some traditions, like the Toltec, call it the Second Attention.“Technically, the

Double is also known as the astral body, and back then it was the norm for warriors to be in

that form. That in itself kills the primacy of identification of consciousness with the material

body. It facilitates a lot of cognition and free and fluidic movement, like running or flying. In your

time now, it is less required, and, for many, consciousness has become sufficiently adroit to

untether itself from the docks of body consciousness and move about freely without having to

‘kill’ its identification with and mooring to the physical form. Your physical body, though, is

vulnerable and at risk when you are out.“Think of my sanctuary here at Ochaine as the front

door into the Mysteries. The gateway into Muirthemne. Their ‘deaths’ were necessary to enter

the Silver Light. Brigit required it, you might say, for those wishing to wear and wield her mantle.

She requires it still because she is transcendent of this identification. She is beyond it and

before it, antecedent. The silver robe you find yourself in right now is an introductory taste of it.

The Silver Light is the Light of wholeness. To enter the Silver Light and wear Brigit’s Mantle is

to restore psychic wholeness. The 49 Gates, as they’re called, the chakras, are fused back into

one gate, one chakra, as they were originally, into one round open eye.
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izea, “a treasure. This book is about the various guises of Merlin and his continuous work on

Earth.It first drew my attention, because I recognized the so-called "Tiger's Nest" (= the cave in

which the Tibetan Master Padmasambhava meditated) in Bhutan on the cover. I had visited

that cave a while ago and I am practicing Tibetan Buddhism. When I looked into the contents

preview for the Kindle edition of this book, I found that there was, amongst many others, a

chapter on Padmasambhava included. Also one chapter on the god Maui -- that's the island I

live on. This made me curious.I was a bit skeptical, because Tibetan Buddhism provides such

an awesomely complete path to liberation, who could possibly ad something more enlightening

to it?However, over the years I also found myself involved with the Ascended Masters,

especially with one group of people who are asked by the Masters to collaborate with them in

Earth's geomancy of Light, especially guided by Saint Germaine, another one of Merlin's

guises.All these years I kept wondering how these two seemingly completely different paths of

spirituality which I am treading, would make sense together. This book was an eye opener to

me. It very believably claims that Merlin was just another guise of Padmasambhava, and many

more. This book does not mention Saint Germaine though.Besides providing an enormous

amount of information, this book is written very skillfully: when read from the beginning all the

way through to the end without skipping chapters, one finds oneself going through an elaborate

initiation process, proceeding from outer, to inner, to secret initiation. It is quite awesome and

touched me deeply.”

Martin Homisan, “A master 'puzzle piece' unlocking new levels for rediscovery of our past,

present and future. Very rich Irish folklore provides a perfect platform, laced with new, in-depth

geomantic revelations, taking the topic to the next level. You may consider multiple reading/

engaging with this Merlin focused text to discover many, many layered messages. Your higher

self will thank you for doing just that.”

123456@#$, “fascinating. worth the price for the chapter about persian mythology alone.

haven't had a chance yet to read the rest of the book. excellent and amazingly vast knowledge

of persian mythology with a brilliant analysis.”

margurite, “I enjoyed the book. I enjoyed the book. as am interested in the same kind of work.

It answered some of the questions I had reguarding my own work and spiritual journrey.”

The book by Richard Leviton has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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